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Summary

From Google to Pinterest, multimedia search engines such as Google Goggles de-

liver a wealth of visual information related to the search query. It recognizes and

provides useful information when pointing the mobile phone camera at a busi-

ness card, a book, a painting, a famous landmark, or a barcode. Vision-based

techniques try to perceive and understand images by learning from the ability

of human vision. Developing such techniques remains an ongoing challenge for

computers.

Nowadays, multimedia systems for online advertising and commerce have a

large market demand. Recent years’ computer vision and multimedia communi-

ties have devoted efforts on many applications, such as fashion retrieval or rec-

ommendation for clothing, shoes, etc. Handbag has become a desirable fashion

accessory, with six in ten consumers having purchased at least one new handbag in

the year of 2014. Such market demand motivates the handbag recognition related

vision products. However, this kind of product is still limited so far. As Google

says, Goggles does not work well yet on things like food, plants, animals and some

fashion items such as handbags. To develop such reliable recognition engines, we

study handbag recognition and recommendation, which are key steps for building

up a multimedia search system. The works in this thesis can be summarized as

below.
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A style-to-color discriminative representation framework for handbag recogni-

tion is carried out at first. We identify the handbag model by conducting the

style-based recognition and color-based recognition sequentially due to the visual

characteristics of handbags. Experiments are conducted on our newly constructed

handbag datasets. The experimental results illustrate that our method achieves

over 10% improvement in accuracy for recognizing handbags when compared with

existing fine-grained or generic object recognition methods.

In recent years, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is promising for many

image recognition tasks, which motivates us to design a handbag recognition al-

gorithm based on CNN. However, after studying various CNN architectures for

training the classifier, we find that the previous CNN models do not provide

discriminative color information during training. Moreover, CNN models usu-

ally consider the hard label (i.e., the ground truth class label) to train a multi-

class classifier. This is not sufficient especially for visually similar classes. In

order to train a better CNN for classification, we present a Feature Selective joint

Classification-Regression CNN (FSCR-CNN) model. It is helpful for recognizing

color sensitive objects and it facilitates the classifier modeling for visually similar

classes. Moreover, we propose an end-to-end handbag recognition framework. In

this framework, we propose three components: (1) symmetry-based proposal lo-

calization, (2) CNN detection and FSCR-CNN classification, and (3) combination

of detection scores and classification scores by conditional probability model. The

experimental results verify the advantages of each component of our framework

for handbag recognition.

A handbag recommendation system for e-commerce and shops is also pro-

posed. It can help shoppers to find desirable fashion items, which facilitates online

interaction and product promotion. Given the images of the shopper’s preferred

vi



handbags, the recommendation is performed by joint learning of attribute projec-

tion and one-class SVM classification. A weighted AutoEncoder method is further

proposed to refine the recommended results. The results show that this scheme

performs favorably based on the initial subject testing.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

With the development of worldwide information technology, people are easier to

access useful information quickly and conveniently. Multimedia, as an important

information carrier, should be paid close attention to. The evolution in this field

has been changing people’s traditional way of obtaining information. The function

of a typical multimedia system is to get information from multiple media sources

(e.g., text, graphics drawings or images) and to use it for various applications

[9, 10] (e.g., multimedia search, retrieval or recommendation). An image is a visual

representation of things, which is more intuitive than text. It is said that among

all information transmitted to the brain, 90% is visual, and visuals are processed

60, 000× faster than text in the brain. An active research direction in multimedia is

to build a vision-based multimedia system [11]. Given an input image, the system

can understand its content and search related information on the World Wide

Web (WWW). Google Goggles is a well-known image recognition mobile app that

recognizes famous landmarks, paintings, books, DVDs, CDs and barcode. Given a

1



Chapter 1. Introduction

picture taken by a smart phone, Goggles can recognize it and return with related

information.

Nowadays, such visual recognition system is one of the most exciting trends in

e-commerce, especially those aiming at fashion recognition. When consumers are

attracted to a product they have seen somewhere, e.g., from a fashion magazine or

on the street, they usually desire to look for some information about it. However,

it is often difficult to describe the product and search it in an e-commerce website.

Thanks to image-based recognition, which “reads” images to identify color, shape,

and texture, and can be used to identify product names or to recommend similar

items. Moreover, many people carry their smart phones around which allows them

to take photos of a product they desire on the fly, and search the product online.

After they assess the useful properties about the desired product, e.g., model

name, price, etc., they can search for more information or make a keyword-based

purchase.

Fashion recognition has been studied for years. A famous fashion media com-

pany, The Business of Fashion once said “Anytime, anywhere, a user would be

able to snap a piece of inspiration - a sharply cut coat on a passerby, or a fetch-

ing mini-dress in a magazine - and sophisticated “visual search” technology would

identify and retrieve a link to the item, available to instantly buy, thereby radically

shortening the path from inspiration to transaction” [12]. Fashion recognition can

be employed in many multimedia applications, e.g., to be combined with other me-

dia sources to build up a practical multimedia system for online advertising and

commerce. However, as The Business of Fashion mentioned, the current state of

the recognition techniques is still not mature enough. If consumers want to search

objects by image recognition, they will be disappointed.

Recommendation is also an important function in multimedia recognition sys-

2



Chapter 1. Introduction

tem. As people’s living style is becoming conscious and time-pressed today, rec-

ommend online product that fits personal preferences would make shopping more

efficient. Movies, music, news, books, research articles recommender systems have

been extensively studied in recent years. Fashion recommendation is an emerg-

ing topic, while the difficulty to describe the tastes or styles of a person presents

an obstacle to the progress of recommending fashion items. The recognition of

fashion elements such as clothing, shoes, and makeups have been studied. Some

works have been proposed to address fashion related problems, including attribute

discovery from noisy web data [13], clothing parsing [14] and attribute discovery

for shoes [15, 16].

In this thesis, we focus on handbag recognition and recommendation. Handbag

has become a desirable fashion accessory. Six in ten consumers purchased at least

one new handbag in 2014 [17]. It is said that handbag sales had risen by 10.5% to

£1.16 billion in 2013. Such market demand motivates the handbag related studies,

which are still limited.

Some practical applications for handbag recognition are straightforward. From

consumers’ view, when they are attracted to a handbag, they always ask more

information regarding its specific model, price, etc. Recognizing the model of the

handbag from its image can help those consumers to search for more information

or even make a key-word based purchase. From manufacturers’ view, getting con-

sumers’ feedback from the social network can help the handbag marketing agencies

in branding purpose. While consumers usually prefer to upload photos of their pre-

cious handbags without specific model description, it will result in difficulty for

marketing agencies to retrieve consumers’ feedbacks based on the handbag model.

By recognizing the handbags, descriptions or comments attached with the hand-

bag photo can be easily collected. Therefore, to build up a convenient and useful
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multimedia system to help users retrieve more information about the query hand-

bag, image-based branded handbag recognition is an important step. For handbag

recommendation, several scenarios can be considered. (1) A shopper clicks the

handbags he/she finds interesting and the online shop provides the shopper a list

of recommended handbags the shopper might prefer. (2) The handbag manu-

facturers recommend some new collections to shoppers according to their search

history. These systems aim at finding preferred items in the collection or catching

shoppers’ attention when new collections are available. Therefore, it is desirable

to develop such a handbag recommendation engine for e-commerce shops.

Recognizing the model of a handbag is a new instance of fine-grained object

recognition that is not well addressed before. In recent years, significant efforts

have been put in developing fine-grained object recognition and recommendation

techniques, which are summarized as below.

1. Fine-grained object recognition: aiming at classifying visual data in a subordi-

nate level, e.g., to differentiate blackbird from crow or to tell dandie dinmont

from maltese. The main challenge of fine-grained object recognition is to differ-

entiate fine-details among sub-categories of the same object class (e.g., birds,

flowers, cars or handbags). The techniques can be roughly grouped into four

categories. (1) The deformable part descriptor-based methods [18] deal with

large pose variation. (2) The detection and segmentation based methods [19]

decrease the impact of background. (3) Human-interactive methods [20] in-

corporate human intelligence to assist the recognition. (4) Deep Convolutional

Neural Network (CNN) based methods [21] transfer the CNN models trained on

large labeled dataset (e.g., ImageNet [22]) to specific visual recognition tasks.

2. Recommender systems: aiming at predicting the rating or preference that a
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user will prefer from a collection of things. Much research for recommender

system is centered on different domains including movies [23], music [24], ar-

ticle [25], etc. Typically, recommender systems provide recommendations via

collaborative filtering or content-based recommendation [25]. Some e-commerce

websites consider collaborative recommendation, and it works well when enough

ratings are given by a large community of shoppers [26]. Content-based recom-

mendation recommends an item to a user based on the item description and

a profile describing the user’s interests. Some image-based fashion recommen-

dation systems are also proposed, such as shoe recommendation [27], clothing

recommendation [28] and clothing-accessories recommendation [29].

These techniques achieve promising results in different aspects, however, there

are still many issues needed to be addressed when it comes to handbags. Fine-

grained object recognition methods are not directly applicable to handbags. Specif-

ically speaking, handbags do not have prototypical regions or annotated parts,

which brings difficulties when seeking for a solution by using deformable part

descriptor-based methods. Segmentation based recognition methods would not

perform well if the foreground region were not segmented correctly. Human-

interactive methods require human labor, which is a burden for users. Current

CNN methods do not provide discriminative color information during training.

Moreover, CNN models usually consider the hard label (i.e., the ground truth

class label) to train a multi-class classifier. They face some problems when differ-

entiating visually similar classes. As for recommendation systems, collaborative

filtering generally outperforms content-based recommendation. However, when it

encounters the problems like early rater (items that are first appear without user

ratings), sparsity (the user-item matrix that is sparse) or gray sheep (individu-
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als who do not consistently agree or disagree with others in a small community of

users), the collaborative filtering does not perform well [24]. Current content-based

techniques sometimes recommend items which share the most concrete attributes

(e.g., color, pattern, weather, etc.) with the shopper’s data. However, they some-

what ignore important problems on how to define the attributes or how to match

with shoppers’ desire.

1.2 Objectives and Major Contributions

The research carried out in this thesis focuses on handbag recognition and recom-

mendation. The objective lies in two aspects: (1) recognizing the handbag model,

given a branded handbag image as the input and (2) recommending handbags,

given shopper-clicked handbag images as the input.

The major contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:

1. Discriminative representations for handbag style and color: A new

branded handbag recognition problem is studied. In order to deal with inter-

class style (including shape, pattern and texture) similarity and intra-class color

variation, patch-based discriminative representations for handbag style and

color are proposed. In order to evaluate our algorithms, we create a new branded

handbag dataset, named as BrandBag, covering around 10,000 images from 401

models of two handbag brands12 (named as BrandBag-I and BrandBag-II, re-

spectively). Compared with BrandBag-I dataset, handbag images belonging to

the same model in BrandBag-II dataset have more variations in illumination,

deformation or viewpoints. Patterns such as checkerboard and floral pattern

1http://www.louisvuitton.eu/front/\#/engE1/Collections/Women/Handbags
2http://www.coach.com/shop/women-handbags?viewAll=true
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with brand initial are universal in BrandBag-I, while most handbag models in

BrandBag-II dataset have plain pattern. Experimental results show that com-

pared with those public available patch selection techniques [4, 30], the proposed

patch selection is more suitable to extract discriminative information for recog-

nizing handbags. It also shows that the proposed framework works favorably

for handbag recognition.

2. Feature selective joint classification-regression learning for handbags:

A CNN-based branded handbag recognition framework is designed. In the deep

CNN level, the proposed Feature Selective joint Classification-Regression CNN

(FSCR-CNN) has two innovations. (1) Feature selective CNN (FS-CNN) in-

corporates discriminative color information to classify color sensitive objects.

(2) Joint Classification Regression-CNN (CR-CNN) assigns a distribution to

measure how similar this class to other classes to improve the discriminability

of the learned model. In the system level, an end-to-end framework which rec-

ognizes the model for a given input handbag image is designed. Experiments on

the newly constructed handbag dataset verify that the proposed FSCR-CNN

can boost the performance by at least 8% in accuracy. It can also improve

the recognition accuracy by over 5% for other fine-grained objects on differ-

ent CNN architectures. An additional comparison of style-to-color discrimina-

tive representation (short for SCDR) and FSCR-CNN for handbag recognition

is conducted. The FSCR-CNN classification model performs better than the

SCDR framework on the BrandBag dataset, with 3% improvement in accuracy.

However, FSCR-CNN has higher requirements on resources (i.e., GPU).

3. Joint learning of attribute projection and one-class SVM classifica-

tion (JPO) for handbag recommendation: A handbag recommendation
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framework is proposed to recommend the desirable handbags for a shopper,

given shopper-clicked handbags. We learn a projection that can automatically

project the original features onto an attribute space, and meanwhile learn a

hyperball to separate the learned attribute features from the origin. Exper-

imental results on the initial subject testing show that the distances among

newly learned features (potential attributes) are closer and the new classifier is

more reliable to differentiate the positive data with others by the joint learning.

1.3 Organization of the Thesis

This thesis is organized as follows:

In Chapter 2, the feature and classifier learning techniques are first introduced,

a brief review on current fine-grained object recognition and recommender systems

is presented.

In Chapter 3, a novel discriminative representation for handbag style and color

technique is proposed to recognize the model of a handbag.

In Chapter 4, a novel feature selective joint classification-regression CNN model

is proposed for training the classifier. An end-to-end framework in the system level

is further proposed to recognize the model for a given input handbag image.

In Chapter 5, a handbag recommendation system is proposed for recommending

desirable handbags for a shopper, given the shopper’s preferred handbags. A

post-processing of anomaly detection is also proposed for further improving the

recommendation performance.

In Chapter 6, the conclusions are drawn and some future research directions

are suggested.
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Literature Review

In this chapter, we review the related works, including hand-crafted features ex-

traction, traditional classifier learning, deep learning, fine-grained object recog-

nition and recommendation system. We also discuss the difference between the

methods proposed in this thesis and the related works.

2.1 Feature and Classifier Learning

Machine learning is a technique to enable computers to learn without being ex-

plicitly programmed. The typical workflow of machine learning is illustrated in

Fig. 2.1. It consists of two phases: training and testing. During training, two

kinds of data can be input into the system: supervised and unsupervised. Then

through certain feature extraction procedure, their features are fed into machine

learning algorithm to either group these data or output a predictive model. In the

testing phase, when new data come, the machine learning system will output their

annotations. In this thesis, we focus on handbag recognition and recommendation,

which is fitted into the workflow. In the next part of this section, we will discuss

about the feature and classifier learning techniques in recent years.
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Figure 2.1: Typical Machine Learning workflow.

2.1.1 Hand-Crafted Feature Extraction and Classifier Learn-

ing

In the last decade, numerous hand-crafted features have been developed to extract

robust, informative and compact image representations [31–33]. Various features

have been proposed for recognition tasks, including SIFT [31], HOG [34] and

LBP [32]. SIFT measures the appearance of a point by computing the weighted

spatial histogram of gradients in its neighborhood. It is robust to rotation and

illumination. HOG captures the intensity gradient structure and edge direction of

the local shape with uniform sampling and fine orientation binning. Orientation

based features like SIFT and HOG are robust to changes in brightness. LBP

is used to analyze the texture which labels the pixel through utilizing the gray

scale contrast of the neighborhood and this pixel. It thresholds the neighboring

pixel and saves the result as a binary number [35]. It is shown to perform well

under some monotonic gray-scale changes. Some other features like rotationally

invariant Maximum Response filter sets (Texton) are also shown to perform well

for discriminating isotropic as well as anisotropic textures [36].

To obtain a compact image representation, local image descriptors are clustered
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into a visual vocabulary. Based on the visual vocabulary, any local image descrip-

tor can be quantized into a feature vector. Eventually, the feature vectors of a local

region are pooled together for classification. This is the well known bag-of-features

image representation method [8, 37]. This method is simple, computationally effi-

cient and intrinsically invariant. The improved fisher kernel proposed by Perronnin

et al. [38] deals with the lossy process when conducting quantization. It encodes

additional information about the distribution of the descriptors when doing clus-

tering. Spatial Pyramid Matching (SPM) proposed by Lazebnik et al. [8] is an

extension of bag-of-features. It studies the spatial layout of features and represent

images at several levels of resolution based on pyramid match kernels.

Classifiers such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) and random forest are well-

known and widely used. The goal of SVM [39] is to find the decision boundary

which separates the data of two classes with maximum margin. Typical random

forest [40] builds many classification trees. A learned class distribution is asso-

ciated with each leaf node of the tree. An input feature vector falls into a leaf

node of a decision tree by recursively branching left or right down, according to

the learned function.

2.1.2 Deep Learning

Deep learning is a new area of machine learning research. It models high-level

abstractions or concepts in data by using hierarchical networks [41]. Deep learning

includes many variants. The deep neural networks are artificial neural networks

with multiple hidden layers between the input and output layers. The deep belief

networks build multi-layer generative models of unlabeled data by learning one

layer of features at each time. In this section, we review two deep neural networks:
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the convolutional neural network and stacked auto-encoder.

2.1.2.1 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

Recently, CNN architecture shows promising performances in a lot of computer

vision applications such as image recognition, image understanding, etc. [1, 42,

43]. Several CNN structures are proposed to learn discriminative features from

raw image inputs and exhibit hierarchical semantic information along their deep

architecture [1, 42–46].

As shown in Fig. 2.2, the popular “AlexNet” ImageNet model [1] builds an

eight-layer architecture. The first five layers are convolutional layers and followed

by three fully connected layers, with a softmax as the output. More specifically,

the input of the CNN is a 3-channel image, which is first filtered by five convolu-

tional layers. Followed by the 1st and 2nd convolutional layers are the response-

normalization layers. Max-pooling follows the 5th convolutional layer and the

response-normalization layers. Rectified linear units (ReLU) is adopted after each

convolutional and fully-connected layer. Convolutional layers provide various fea-

ture maps, while the max-pooling layers reduce computation for consecutive layers

and provides a form of translation invariance. ReLU increases the nonlinear prop-

erties of the decision function. The performance of “AlextNet” is more than 10%

better when compared with traditional methods in the ImageNet Large Scale Vi-

sual Recognition Challenge 2012 (ILSVRC-2012) competition.

After “AlexNet”, an integrated framework OverFeat [44] was proposed to train

a convolutional network which can simultaneously do the task of object detection,

localization and classification in images. It wins the localization task of ILSVRC-

2013. OverFeat explains how convolutional networks used for localization and

detection. It says that convolutional networks are inherently efficient when ap-
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Figure 2.2: “AlexNet” architecture, extracted from [1].

plied in sliding windows because they share computations common to overlapping

regions, which can be updated efficiently by gradient descend.

Zeiler and Fergus [42] proposed a Deconvolutional network (deconvnet) to vi-

sualize the intermediate feature layers and give insight into the operation of the

classifier. The lower layers show edges, textures, while the higher layers show

greater invariance and exaggeration of discriminative parts of the image.

Chatfield et al. proposed CNN-S architecture [47], which is related to OverFeat.

Compared with OverFeat, less filters are applied in the 5th convolutional layer

and a local response normalization layer is added after the 1st convolutional layer

rather than contrast normalization. It achieves better performances on many image

classification tasks.

To address the object detection problem, Girshick et al. [48] proposed regions

with CNN features (R-CNN). It localizes objects by applying CNN to bottom-

up region proposals. “Recognition using regions” [49] paradigm is adopted in

this work. With image-level annotations (i.e., no bounding box labels), the CNN

is trained on the ILSVRC 2012 dataset. For any query during testing, it first

generates around 2000 region proposals [3]. For each of the proposals, a feature

vector is extracted using the trained CNN. Then category-specific linear SVMs are
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further adopted to classify each region.

Previous studies show that the most straightforward way of improving the

performance of deep neural network is by increasing their size. This simple solution

has two drawbacks. (1) A larger number of parameters make the enlarged network

more prone to over-fitting, especially if the number of labeled examples in the

training set is limited. (2) Increased network size will result in increased use of

computational resources. To deal with these issues, a new 22 layers deep network

GoogLeNet [43] is proposed recently, which increases the depth and width of the

network with the computational budget unchanged. It achieves the best results

for classification and detection in the ILSVRC14.

2.1.2.2 Stacked AutoEncoder

AutoEncoder is a feed-forward neural network trained to reproduce its input at the

output layer, as shown in Fig. 2.3. It has several hidden layers. These hidden layers

are composed of multiple encoder layers and decoder layers. “Encoder” network

transforms the high-dimensional data into a low-dimensional code and “decoder”

network recovers the data from it. It has many applications. For example, the

denoising AutoEncoder [50] feeds a “noisy” data into an AutoEncoder, and to

produce the denoised version after training. Another application is learning deep

invariant features [51], which learns the outputs corresponding to the inputs that

are neighbors to be nearby, and vice versa. Adopting Stacked AutoEncoder on

face landmark estimation is also popular. The successive Stacked AutoEncoder

[52] characterizes the nonlinear mappings from face image to face shape in different

scales based on the shape predicted from previous AutoEncoder.
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Figure 2.3: Stacked AutoEncoder [2].

2.2 Fine-Grained Datasets & Classification Strate-

gies

Fine-grained object recognition is different from generic object recognition. It

refers to the task of recognizing the subcategory under the same basic category

such as flower species or handbag models. Studies show that even human beings

cannot recognize some subcategories [7], which makes the problem challenging and

valuable.

2.2.1 Fine-Grained Object Datasets

Several competitive benchmarks have been built for the research of fine-grained

object recognition. One of the most challenging datasets is Caltech-UCSD Birds

Dataset [7, 18, 21, 53]. It contains 11,788 images of 200 bird species. A total of
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.4: Examples of (a) California Gull and (b) Glaucous-winged Gull.

5994 images are used for training and the rest 5794 is for evaluation. Bird images

in this dataset is collected from Flickr. Images are annotated with bounding boxes,

part locations and attribute labels such as breast pattern and tail shape. Birds in

the dataset have arbitrary poses.

Another challenging dataset Stanford Dogs Dataset [6] contains over 20,000

annotated images of 120 breeds of dogs. The images and annotations are collected

from ImageNet [22]. Dogs inside one class could have different ages, poses, or

colors. Some dogs even wear clothes or heavily occluded.

Oxford Flowers Dataset [5] was built in early ages. This dataset consists of

102 different flower categories common to the UK, covering 40 to 258 images per

category. Those images are with different scales, resolutions, lighting conditions

and clutters. Most of them are downloaded from the web, while some images are

taken by the authors.

Other datasets are also popular. Oxford-IIIT-Pet Dataset [54] contains 7349

images of cats and dogs over 37 different breeds. Pittsburgh Fast-Food Image

Dataset [55] was created for dietary assessment, with 101 types of food harvested

with 4545 images. Cars Dataset [56] contains 16,185 images of 196 classes of cars,
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with classes at the level of Make, Model, Year. Fine-Grained Visual Classification

of Aircraft (FGVC-Aircraft) [57] contains 10,200 images of aircraft. It is used as

part of the fine-grained recognition challenge FGComp 2013. These benchmarks

offer great convenience for researchers who are doing fine-grained object recognition

problems.

2.2.2 Fine-Grained Object Recognition Methods

In this section, a brief literature review on current fine-grained object recognition

techniques is given. The pros and cons of different techniques are discussed.

Fine-grained object recognition demands the algorithm to differentiate the sub-

tle difference among these subcategories, which is an emerging topic in recent years

[58–61]. There are mainly two challenges for fine-grained object recognition. (1)

Small inter-class variation. For example, the California Gull and Glaucous-winged

Gull are very similar in appearance, but differ in the color of the beak and shape

of the legs, as shown in Fig. 2.4. (2) Large intra-class variation due to the changes

of illumination, pose, occlusion, and even color. Various techniques are proposed

to tackle with the challenges.

2.2.2.1 Discriminative Part/Pose Localization and Representation

Discriminative parts localization methods are very popular. These methods are

motivated by the observations that some semantic parts have isolate subtle ap-

pearance differences among fine-grained subcategories. Thus, keeping the discrim-

ination facilitates fine-grained categorization.

Farrell et al. [62] presented a volumetric poselet scheme, and used seven-

parameter ellipses to represent pose-normalized appearance for bird classification.

In the work of Parkhi et al. [54], deformable part model [63] is adopted to de-
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tect pet’s face for recognizing cats and dogs. Liu et al. [64] proposed to build a

breed-specific exemplar model to represent dog breeds and their face parts for dog

recognition. An alignement-based fine-grained categorization method was pro-

posed by Gavves et al. [65, 66]. In their proposed supervised alignments, the

ground truth locations of basic object parts, such as the “beak” or the “tail” of

birds, are available for training. The alignments are then transferring part annota-

tions from training images to test images. In 2013, Zhang et al. [67] proposed two

deformable part descriptors (DPD) based on the deformable part model. One is

DPD-strong, which pools semantic part features across different components. The

other is DPD-weak, which solves the shortcomings of the strong classifiers and

computes pose-normalized descriptors. Then the following year, the same group

of authors proposed to learn whole-object and part detectors for the recognition,

such that no object bounding box is required during testing [68]. A pose normal-

ized deep convolutional net for recognizing bird species was proposed by Branson

et al. [18]. In this work, a set of prototypical regions are learned based on the

keypoint annotations. Then deep convolutional nets are trained on different align-

ment models by fine-tuning. Eventually, features extracted from multiple layers

are concatenated and input into an SVM to do the classification.

The advantage of semantic part-based representation for fine-grained object

recognition is explicitly isolating subtle appearance differences associated with

specific object parts. For the objects which do not have prototypical regions,

annotated parts or keypoint annotations, the semantic part-based methods may

struggle.

Rather than learning semantically meaningful parts, some part-based repre-

sentations learn discriminative parts in an unsupervised manner. A popular and

publicly available fine-grained object recognition system is proposed by Yao et al.
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[4]. In this work, a discriminative and randomized patch selection algorithm, ran-

dom forest [40] with strong classifiers, is designed to find image regions that contain

discriminative information through a dense feature space. Duan et al. [69] dis-

covered localized machine-detectable and human-understandable attributes from

object bounding boxes. This method learns semantically meaningful regions and

mines text from the learned distinct regions such as “red eye” or “blue wings” for

bird species. A strategy which integrates feature learning and unsupervised part

discovery was first proposed by Krause et al. [70]. This strategy adopts the CNN

to train features and discover sets of aligned images with similar poses. The fully

unsupervised part discovery technique performs well for objects such as cars. Since

cars contain distinct parts that can give information about the overall shape or

type of the car, e.g., whether the car is a Sedan or SUV. Zhang et al. [71] proposed

a superpixel pyramid for each image, and developed a dense graph mining called

graphlets to localize multiscale discriminative object parts for each category. For

those techniques, without the semantic meaningful parts information, how to find

the discriminative parts effectively is an important issue.

2.2.2.2 Segmentation/Detection with Classification

Segmentation/detection with classification methods show that segmenting out the

background distracters is beneficial. It helps classification in several ways, such

as localizing the objects. Nilsback and Zisserman [5] proposed a segmentation

scheme. It learns non-class specific foreground and background color distribution

by manually labeling pixels (i.e., part of the flower or part of the greenery) in

the training images. Based on the segmented flower regions, three types of fea-

tures are extracted and combined for classification. Chai et al. [19] proposed a

fine-grained visual categorization method. It uses both segmentation and part
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localizations to encode the image content into a highly-discriminative visual sig-

nature. In the work of Angelova et al. [19], the low-level regions likely belonging

to the object is first detected. Then a propagation based full-object segmentation

is performed. The recognition performance is significantly improved by combining

the segmented object with the classification algorithm. Wang et al. [72] incorpo-

rated the information from saliency aware object detection. Based on the location

information, an object-centric sampling scheme was proposed first. Then a CNN

is trained for classification. Angelova and Long [73] designed an automatic seg-

mentation model based on superpixels and Laplacian propagation. Then a region

pooling technique doing the fine-grained categorization was proposed. For those

segmentation/detection with classification methods, usually the classification re-

sults highly rely on the segmentation, while the segmentation accuracy cannot be

guaranteed.

2.2.2.3 Human-Interactive Assistance

Human-interactive methods incorporate human intelligence to assist the recogni-

tion. Branson et al. [74] designed a system, which asks users visual questions such

as “Is the belly black”, along with computer vision algorithms. This method is a

feasible way to recognize bird species, especially for non-experts. Deng et al. [20]

proposed an online “Bubbles” game which includes human-in-the-loop to select

discriminative features. At each round of the “Bubbles”, the computer shows two

bird species to the player, where the images are burred so that the player can only

observe rough outlines. In this game, a so-called successful human player clicks

the circular regions which contain discriminative features. Based on the regions,

a “BubbleBank” representation formed by the computer can be further used for

learning classifiers. Rejeb Sfar et al. [75] presented a semi-automated system con-
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taining two modes of operation for fine-grained categorization and plant species

identification. (1) Given a test image as input, instead of providing a single esti-

mate, the system outputs a set of candidate species. So that the user needs to do

the final identification. (2) The user is required to mark the key-points of the leaf

at the beginning to facilitate the recognition. He also needs to identify the species

through a set of candidates provided by the system in the end.

These human-in-the-loop methods bring a burden for users, especially those

unprofessional ones. Therefore, these methods always try to achieve a balance

between the accuracy and the human burden.

Recently, some CNN-based techniques are also proposed. Xiao et al. [53]

combined object-level attention and part-level attention to train domain-specific

deep nets. This work tries to detect objects and their parts in the annotation-free

scenario. Azizpour et al. [21] investigated the transferability of ConvNet repre-

sentation for a particular target task from aspects such as network width, network

depth, and dimension. It optimizes the transferability factors and improves the

visual recognition results. These techniques do not consider the network configura-

tion of color selection and label distribution learning when it comes to recognizing

handbags.

2.3 Recommender System & Fashion Recommen-

dation

Recommender systems have become popular these years. Applications like movie

recommendation, music recommendation, book recommendation or article recom-

mendation are studied extensively in data mining or information retrieval com-

munities. Image-based fashion recommendation is on the rise due to its practical
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application in e-commerce. In this section, we give a brief literature review on the

recommender systems.

2.3.1 Recommender System

In order to develop an effective recommender system, user preferences need to be

learned. Different types of user preferences can be captured via

1. Explicit feedback: user ratings about the products. It offers explicit positive

and negative feedbacks. However, in the real scenario, the user-item matrix is

always sparse. We can hardly obtain reliable information from user-item pairs

in the sparse utility matrix.

2. Implicit feedback: whether a user viewed a particular content. It indirectly

reflects a user’s true opinion of the content item. Therefore, it is not easy to

identify negative signals. However, this implicit feedback can be generalized

more easily.

2.3.1.1 Recommender System Datasets

Several practical and public available datasets have been built for recommen-

dation. For movie recommendation, most datasets are with explicit feedbacks.

Datasets like MovieLens 100k, MovieLens 1M, MovieLens 10M, MovieLens Lat-

est and MovieLens Tag Genome are popular [76]. MovieLens Last is the largest

dataset among them, which is with 21,000,000 ratings and 510,000 tag applications

applied to 30,000 movies by 230,000 users. Tag Genome contains 11 million com-

puted tag-movie relevance scores from 1,100 tags applied to 10,000 movies. For

music recommendation, datasets with implicit feedbacks are collected. Last.fm

[77] has implicit feedbacks from 360,000 users for 500,000 songs. Echo Nest Taste
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Profile Subset [77] used in the Million Song Datastet Challenge 2012, has im-

plicit feedbacks from 1 million users for 380,000 songs. For book recommendation,

one book-crossing dataset [78] with 278,858 users providing 1,149,780 ratings (ex-

plicit/implicit) about 271,379 books was collected.

2.3.1.2 Recommender System Technologies

The technologies used in the recommender system can be categorized into two

broad groups: content-based method and collaborative filtering. In this section,

we give a brief literature review on these technologies and discuss the advantages

and limitations of them.

Content-Based Method The key idea of the content-based approach is to

recommend items upon a profile of the user’s interests and the item description.

Each item is represented by some characteristics of the item that are discovered.

For example, the features of a movie are relevant to actors, director, the year, the

genre or general type of the movie. Several works are proposed to represent items.

For example, keyword-based vector space model presented by Li et al. [79] extracts

multi-dimensional keywords and calculate the corresponding preference/weight.

Wang and Blei [80] proposed an ontology based semantic analysis method. They

designed a topic model to present articles in terms of latent themes. Saxina et al.

[27] proposed an image-based shoe recommendation system. It assesses a dataset

of 13,000 men’s shoes and extracts the shape, color and texture of them. Then

based on these features, the system is able to recommend shoes similar to a user’s

input.

Another line of research is to learn user profiles. This will learn a relevance

score of each item and rank items according to the user preferences. Tu and Dong
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[81] proposed a personalized fashion recommendation system, to help customers

find their suitable fashion items. Three models were proposed in the system. (1)

Interaction and recommender model associates consumers’ personalized preference.

(2) Evolutionary hierarchical fashion multimedia mining model extracts the main

component of the fashion information. (3) Color tone analysis model relates the

main color tone of the skin and the clothes. Liu et al. [28] proposed a clothing

recommendation system, and suggested suitable clothing by attributes for a given

user-input occasion. Concretely, they proposed a latent SVM based recommen-

dation model. This model uses middle-level clothing attributes such as clothing

category, color and pattern as latent variables. Ajmani et al. [82] proposed a new

ontology-based recommendation, which encodes subjective knowledge of experts.

Such that the algorithm can tell whether the visual properties of the chosen dress

blend well with the occasion. In this work, Ajmani et al. represented the visual

personality of an individual through some concepts like the color season and the

body shape. More specifically, the Color Season model [83] and a probabilistic

causal model are used to relate suitable garment colors with the color season of

a person. Huang et al. [84] proposed a user-specific clothing image recommen-

dation system. They designed an active learning based clothing image retrieval

technique, and incorporated user-interaction during training. One recent clothing

and accessories recommendation system proposed by McAuley et al. [29] recom-

mends items that match with other items, e.g., recommend a matching shirt for

a pair of jeans. This system models human visual preferences, and trains the

recommendation model on pairs of objects offered by Amazon.

Collaborative Filtering Collaborative filtering is to recommend items that

people with similar tastes or preferences liked in the past [85]. When a large num-
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ber of users and their feedback are available, collaborative filtering can determine

similar users (e.g., users who buy both pizza and salad for meal), and then rec-

ommend items among them (e.g., recommend one user coke since the other user

who buys the same pizza and salad buys coke). Meanwhile, collaborative filtering

can also determine the similarity between items, i.e., whether the items usually

purchased by the same user.

There are basically two categories of techniques for collaborative filtering:

neighborhood method and matrix factorization. Neighborhood method evaluates

the preference of a user for an item, by using the ratings of other users who have

similar rating patterns for this item. Baltrunas and Ricci [86] mentioned that

contextual information was not exploited by collaborative filtering if the user’s

rating can be influenced by different contextual conditions. Therefore, they pro-

posed to split an item into two items, such as to split “a place to visit” into

“this place in summer” and “this place in winter”. Adamopoulos [87] proposed

a probabilistic neighborhood-based method. This method includes a new prob-

abilistic method for neighborhood selection which considers the similarity levels

between the target user and similar users. Verstrepen and Goethals [88] used only

implicit feedbacks, unifying user- and item-based nearest neighbors algorithms in

collaborative filtering. This method incorporates the most well known user- and

item-based algorithms.

Matrix factorization maps the user feature and the item feature into a joint

latent factor space. It models user-item interactions as a dot product between

those feature vectors. Luo et al. [89] developed a non-negative matrix-factorization

based collaborative filtering model. Existing matrix factorization methods assume

that user preference is consistent among all the products that this user has rated.

Kabbur and Karypis [90] modeled the users with multiple interests, and combine
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both global preferences and interest-specific preference of the users to obtain better

performance.

Content-based method and collaborative filtering have advantages and draw-

backs respectively. For content-based recommendation method, its advantages

are:

1. It exploits only preferences provided by the user to build his/her own profile,

which is user independent. No user-item matrix is required.

2. It is transparent, since explanations can be given by listing content features or

descriptions about an item and illustrates why the system works.

3. It is able to recommend an item that is not rated by any user, such that when

any new items come, the system can still recommend them.

Its limitations lie in:

1. Domain knowledge is always required to obtain appropriate content analysis.

2. For a new user, with no ratings or preference record, reliable recommendations

will not be provided by the system.

As for collaborative filtering method, its advantages are:

1. No content information is required or elaborately designed.

2. Serendipitous or unexpected items can be recommended by observing similar-

minded people’s behavior.

While its limitations are:

1. It cannot produce recommendations if there are no ratings available. For any

item when it first appears, it is less likely to be suggested to users.

2. In the social network, the user-item matrix is usually very sparse, even around

99% sparsity.

3. For a small or medium community of users, the opinions of some individuals do

not always agree or disagree with other groups of people. Therefore, collabora-

tive filtering would not provide benefit for these individuals.
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2.4 Summary and Discussions

In this chapter, the basic feature and classifier learning techniques are introduced.

A brief review on various fine-grained object recognition and recommendation is

conducted afterwards. It can be seen that the researchers have devoted a lot of

efforts in developing fine-grained object recognition techniques and frameworks in

recent years. Some are domain-specific solutions, while some are general. Hand-

crafted features and classifiers are adopted for some work as they can be explicitly

designed to capture domain knowledge, such as the poselet methods proposed for

animals. Handbag is a new instance of fine-grained object recognition. Accord-

ing to our observation, the styles of some handbag models are very similar, their

discriminability is shown from (1) small decorations on local parts and (2) sub-

tle texture difference. Another observation is that, generally the handbags of a

brand are designed with diverse styles, and those within the same style only differ

in color. These observations motivate us to propose a novel handbag framework

in Chapter 3, which extract discriminative handbag representations, for style and

color respectively. Two representations are proposed for style recognition. (1) Dis-

criminative patch selection serves as a supervised mid-level visual representation.

It is motivated by Yao’s work [4], reviewed in Section 2.2.2.1. However, compared

to Yao’s work, the difference is obvious. Instead of sampling patches densely and

searching discriminative ones through the image, we compare patches from dif-

ferent images with the same location. It can capture the handbag discriminative

information in an efficient manner. (2) Complementary feature extraction serves

as an unsupervised low level visual representation for handbag style. For color

representation, the most dominant color feature elements are selected for recogni-

tion handbag models. The proposed framework requires small memory and can
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be trained fast on CPU.

CNN is promising for many computer vision tasks. It motivates us to adopt

CNN for handbag recognition. Previous CNN models do not explicitly incorpo-

rate discriminative color information and only adopts the ground truth class label

to train the classifier. Based on this study, we propose a feature selective joint

classification-regression CNN (FSCR-CN) in Chapter 4. FSCR-CNN incorporates

discriminative color information and assigns an additional soft label during train-

ing. It outperforms CNN for classifying color sensitive objects and visually similar

classes.

Previous fashion recommendation systems mainly focus on clothes or shoes.

None of the research focuses on image-based handbag recommendation. In Chap-

ter 5, we proceed the fashion recommendation by assessing handbags. Due to

the sparsity of user-item matrix and fast pace of new handbag designs appear-

ing in the market, we do not adopt collaborative filtering for our problem. We

assume that consumers always prefer handbags with similar attributes during a

certain period of time, while the attribute is difficult to define. Based on this, we

propose a Joint learning of attribute Projection and One-class SVM classification

(JPO), given shopper-clicked handbags. Our focus in this work is to capture more

common properties of handbags clicked by each shopper. In the same chapter,

we also propose a post-processing: weighted AutoEncoder, to deal with the large

fraction of anomaly in the recommended handbags. It further refines the handbag

recommendation results.
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Style-to-Color Discriminative
Representation for Handbag
Recognition

In this chapter, we deal with handbag recognition 1. In literature, there are a

few techniques proposed for fine-grained object recognition. However, those tech-

niques cannot achieve satisfactory performance on the handbag recognition prob-

lem. Handbag recognition is challenging due to the inter-class style (including

shape, pattern and texture) similarity as well as the intra-class color variation.

We focus on the discriminative representations for handbag style and color. For

handbag style representation, two supervised mid-level patch selection procedures

are proposed to select discriminative patches, regarding individual classes and pair-

wise classes. We also propose a low-level complementary feature, extracted from

texture enhanced mid-level patches, to capture the fine details of the mid-level

patches. For handbag color representation, we propose to extract dominant color

features to handle the illumination changes. The performance of our proposed

method is evaluated on a newly built branded handbag dataset. The results show

that our method performs favorably in recognizing handbags, with over 10% im-

1Part of this chapter was presented in [91, 92]
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.1: Illustrations of the main challenges in handbag recognition. (1) Inter-class
style similarity: In each black box of (a) and (b), we show two handbags of different
models, which only have subtle differences in style. (2) Intra-class color variation: In
each row of (c), we show four handbags of the same models. The styles of all three
handbag models are the same, while their appearances differ in color.

provement in accuracy when compared with the existing fine grained or generic

object recognition methods.

3.1 Introduction

The explosive usage of personal devices with high resolution cameras have made

visual object search more and more popular in our daily life, especially on the

mobile end. Various researches have been done on visual object search, including

user-centric mobile display [93], mobile video surveillance [94], multimedia retrieval

[95–100], fashion search [101], fashion recommendation [28, 102], fashion parsing
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[14], and landmark recognition [103].

Image-based branded handbag recognition is an interesting while challenging

problem, which caters people’s pursuit for fashion. As introduced in Chapter 2, a

growing literature corpus has proposed various techniques for fine-grained object

recognition. A lot of methods deal with domain-specific problems [5, 54, 74, 104].

In these works, the information predicted on a specific object category is explored.

For example, deformable part model or pose normalization techniques are com-

monly employed for bird, cats and dogs recognition [18, 54, 59], because they have

semantic keypoint locations such as head or body. Segmentation algorithms are

promising for plants like flower or leaf recognition [5, 104–107]. These methods

motivate us to study the visual characteristics of branded handbags.

For simplicity, the “branded handbag” will be termed as “handbag” for short in

the rest of the chapter. The challenges of handbag recognition lie in the following

two parts:

1. Inter-class style (style is referred to shape, pattern and texture) similarity, where

two major problems are needed to be solved for this challenge. Firstly, the styles

of some handbag models are very similar, only small decorations on local parts

show discriminability, as shown in Fig. 3.1 (a). Secondly, subtle texture differ-

ence between handbag models is non-trivial for the recognition. However, the

texture is always not distinct due to the lighting condition or out of focus, such

as the visually similar handbags but with different embossed texture patterns

shown in Fig. 3.1 (b).

2. Intra-class color variation: generally the handbags of a brand are designed with

diverse styles, and those within the same style only differ in color. However,

the illumination changes enlarge the intra-class color variance. Fig. 3.1 (c) gives
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some examples for handbag models sharing the same style.

In this chapter, we aim to address the aforementioned challenges. Due to the

visual characteristics of handbags, we identify the handbag model by style and

color sequentially. To recognize the handbag style, firstly, two supervised mid-

level discriminative handbag patch discovery strategies are proposed to separate

visually similar handbag styles. Secondly, we propose to extract the low-level

feature SIFT [31], HOG [34] or LBP [32] from a texture enhanced handbag region,

so as to complement the details that are not captured by the original feature

extracted directly from the original handbag region. The handbag models sharing

the same style, named a Style-specific Sub-Category (SSC), are then identified by

the dominant color feature elements, selected through a supervised manner.

As there is no benchmark available for handbag recognition, we build a branded

handbag dataset for evaluation. In terms of handbag recognition, our proposed

method is shown to be able to achieve over 10% improvement in accuracy when

compared with the existing fine grained or generic object recognition methods

[4, 33, 108].

We organize the rest of the chapter as follows. Sec. 3.2 illustrates our designed

technique for handbag recognition. Sec. 3.3 introduces the dataset construction

procedure and Sec. 3.4 presents the experimental results as well as some discus-

sions, followed by the summary in the last section.

3.2 Style-to-Color Discriminative Representation

for Handbag Recognition

Fig. 3.2 shows the pipeline of our proposed handbag recognition framework.
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the designed handbag recognition framework.

Users first crop the handbag regions of interest (ROIs) from the images which

they captured from fashion magazines or downloaded from someone’s blog. Then

they upload the handbag ROIs to our system for recognition. Each handbag ROI is

rescaled to the uniform scale, and a set of K patches of multi-scales are extracted

densely from it (see Section 3.4 for more details about the patch partition). A

sequential method is applied to recognize the models of the input handbag ROIs.

For recognizing the handbag style, two supervised patch selection strategies are

performed to discover the discriminative ones, where a complementary feature is

extracted and concatenated with the original feature to form a mid-level represen-

tation for handbags. Then a dominant color feature element selection is designed

for recognizing the handbag models within each SSC.

3.2.1 Style-Based Recognition

The aim of this section is to identify which SSC a query handbag belongs to. The

key problem is to find and make use of the discriminative handbag patches for
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.3: Structure of a random decision tree. (a) Each tree consists of branch nodes
(filled circle) and leaf nodes (empty circle). (b) For each branch node, a set of input
training samples Q are needed to be binary splitted into left and right subsets Ql and
Qr.

recognition. We propose two patch selection mechanisms to select the discrimina-

tive patches w.r.t. one individual SSC and pairwise SSCs.

3.2.1.1 Patch Selection for Individual SSC

The texture difference among handbag SSCs can be very subtle and only some

patches matter. It is necessary to find the discriminative patches that can cap-

ture the intrinsic characteristics of each SSC. To this end, we propose a random

forest-based strategy [40] to measure how discriminative a patch is for identifying

handbag styles.

Each random forest tree consists of several branch nodes and leaf nodes, as

illustrated in Fig. 3.3(a). In each branch node, the input training samples Q are

split into left and right subsets Ql and Qr respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.3(b).

The binary split is determined by a pair of well chosen parameters φ∗ = (θ∗, τ ∗),

where θ∗ is the index of the most discriminative (i.e., θ∗th) feature element and τ ∗

is the corresponding threshold. Usually the quality of the split can be measured

by using the reduction of Gini impurity [109] before and after partition. Here, we
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follow the same procedure in the standard random forest pipeline [110, 111] for

selecting those most discriminative feature elements and storing their indexes. We

propose to measure the discriminability of a patch based on its feature elements

that are selected among all the nodes.

Let’s denote the feature of the kth (k = 1, 2, . . . , K) partitioned patch for a

handbag ROI r as f(r(k)), a W × 1 dimensional vector. By concatenating the

features of all the K patches, we obtain a (K×W )×1 dimensional vector for each

handbag ROI. We then propose to measure the discriminability of the kth patch

by

d(k) =
T∑
t=1

Φ(t, k), (3.1)

where T is the number of the branch nodes for all trees and

Φ(t, k) =

 1 if θ∗(t) ∈ [(k − 1)W + 1, kW ]

0 otherwise,
(3.2)

where θ∗(t) refers to the index of the feature element chosen in the tth node. In our

implementation, for each splitting node, one feature element is selected by the Gini

impurity measure among a randomly chosen subset of features (i.e.,
√
K ×W out

of K ×W ). Such that the training samples reaching this node can be best split.

θ∗ is the dimension of this selected feature element. The Y most discriminative

patches obtained according to Eq. (3.1) (i.e., the patches with the Y largest d(k))

are selected for future recognition.

3.2.1.2 Patch Selection for Pairwise SSCs

The aforementioned patch selection considers the overall discrimination of the

patches for an individual SSC. However, the patches that best differentiate the
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Figure 3.4: Examples for the most discriminative part of pairwise SSCs. The dotted
rectangles (upper region) are the most distinctive part for SSC A and SSC B; the
rectangles with solid lines (lower region) are the most distinctive part for SSC A and
SSC C.

two similar SSCs may not be treated as discriminative patches to classify other

SSCs. To enable our style-based recognition to capture the differences between

SSCs with very similar styles, we propose to find the most discriminative patch

for a pair of SSCs. The location of the most discriminative patches for different

pairs of SSCs may vary, as shown in Fig 3.4.

Assume that there are a pair of SSCs used for training: A = {ai}ni=1 and

B = {bj}mj=1, where n and m are the numbers of normalized handbag regions from

SSC A and SSC B respectively, and ai and bj denote i-th and j-th normalized

handbag regions from SSC A and SSC B, respectively. To simplify the symbol,

we drop the subscript i, j and define da,b(k) as the Chi-square distance between

the kth (k = 1, ..., K) patches in normalized handbag ROI a and b:

da,b(k) = χ2 (f(a(k)), f(b(k))) . (3.3)
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We then define the discriminability of corresponding kth patch for a pair of

SSCs (A,B) as

DA,B(k) =
dA,B(k)

(dA,A(k) + dB,B(k)) /2
, (3.4)

where

dA,B(k) =
1

n×m
∑

i=1,...,n,
j=1,..,m

(
dai,bj(k)

)
, (3.5)

dA,A(k) =
1

n× (n− 1)

∑
i,i′=1,...,n,

i 6=i′

(
dai,ai′ (k)

)
, (3.6)

dB,B(k) =
1

m× (m− 1)

∑
j,j′=1,...,m,
m6=m′

(
dbj ,bj′ (k)

)
. (3.7)

For the kth pair, Eq. (3.5) measures an inter-class distance between SSC A and

SSC B; Eq. (3.6) and Eq. (3.7) measure the intra-class distances of SSC A and

SSC B respectively. Suppose there are in total N SSCs for a certain brand, for

ith (i = 1, ..., C2
N) pair of SSCs, we choose the Z(i)th patch among the K pairs of

corresponding patches as the most discriminative patch for future recognition,

Z(i) = arg max
k
{DA,B(k)} . (3.8)

Now that we have selected two types of discriminative patches to facilitate

the SSC recognition, we term these two types of discriminative patches as the

following.

1. Type-I patch: one of the Y discriminative patches selected for an individual

SSC.

2. Type-II patch: the most discriminative (Z(i)th) patch for ith pair of SSCs.

Among N SSCs, first of all, we concatenate the features extracted from the

Type-I patches and form a feature vector g. To differ the ith pair of SSCs, we train
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.5: Two handbags with similar styles. (a) Original handbag images, (b) Gray
images, (c) α-images.

a binary classifier R(i) based on the features extracted from the Z(i)th patch of

the pair of SSCs, where Z(i) = 1, 2, ..., K is the Type-II patch of this pair of SSCs.

Since the number of R(i)s is somewhat large (in total C2
N binary classifiers), we

adopted the fast and effective logistic regression formulation [112] for the training.

After each R(i) has been trained, we extract the feature of the Z(i)th patch of each

handbag ROI and feed it to R(i) to obtain a score. We then concatenate all the

scores (in total C2
N scores) and form a feature vector g′. The final feature vector

h is obtained by concatenating g and g′. Then it is adopted to train a N -class

SVM classifier C for SSC recognition.

3.2.2 Complementary Feature Extraction

We can use any of the existing features developed to represent handbag patches,

such as SIFT [31], HOG [34], LBP [32], or MR filter sets (texton) [36]. However,

we find that the subtle difference among different handbags may not be shown
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prominently in the original image due to the lighting conditions or out of focus.

Fig. 3.5 shows two different handbags, it is difficult to tell the difference between

these two handbags from the original images or gray images (see Fig. 3.5(a)(b),

first and third rows). If we look into the zoom-in patches (see Fig. 3.5(a)(b), second

and fourth rows), the details of the textures are shown but still not prominent.

Therefore, applying the existing features directly on the original image (i.e., the

original feature) may not capture sufficient details of the handbag textures.

In this section, we propose to extract the feature from the texture enhanced

image, which is termed as the complementary feature [91], to complement the de-

tails of the texture that are not captured by the original feature. The enhancement

is performed by using Hölder exponent from the multifractal theory [113]. The

Hölder exponent is given as follows.

α = lim
ε→0

ln (~(Sε))

ln (ε)
, (3.9)

where Sε refers to a local squared region with the length of the side ε, ~(Sε) is

a local regularity measure for Sε, which can be maximum, minimum, sum, iso

measure or absolute difference of the squared region as suggested in [114]. As

indicated in [113], Hölder exponent has the ability to enhance the image local

structure. It works well even when the differences among local neighborhood are

subtle. However, Eq. (3.9) is defined in a continuous space, it is necessary to

convert it to discrete domain when applying on images. Then Sε refers to the

squared local image block and ε denotes the number of pixels along one side.

According to [113], the value of α is estimated as a slope of linear regression line

in discrete space. ε = 1, 3, 5, ... is the neighborhood size. Slightly different from

[113], to efficiently capture the regularity of the local structure for a pixel located

at (i, j) in the image, we consider its nearest neighborhood up to ε = 3 (i.e., ε = 3
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and 1). Thus the Hölder component for this pixel is computed as

α(i, j) =
ln ~(S3(i, j))− ln ~(S1(i, j))

ln(3)− ln(1)
, (3.10)

where Sε(i, j) refers to the ε × ε block with the center located at (i, j). In our

implementation, ~ (Sε(i, j)) is the maximum pixel value within Sε(i, j), i.e.,

~(Sε(i, j)) = max
(k,l)∈Sε(i,j)

g(k, l), (3.11)

where g(k, l) denotes the value of the pixel located at (k, l).

α(i, j) can be normalized to α∗(i, j) ∈ [0, 255] to form a grayscale image α∗,

which is termed as α-image (see Fig. 3.5 (c)). Observe that the details of handbag

textures are enhanced in the α-images, which provide more discriminative infor-

mation to recognize different handbags. After texture enhancement, the comple-

mentary feature can be extracted from the α-image of the handbag using existing

feature extractors such as SIFT, HOG, etc., which can further improve the dis-

criminative power of mid-level handbag patches. We are the first to incorporate

α-image with those feature descriptors to improve the classification performance.

3.2.3 Color-Based Recognition

In this section, we proceed to further recognize the handbag model within each SSC

based on the color information only. As discussed before, handbags within one SSC

differ from each other just by their colors. Due to the illumination disturbance

under real circumstances, it always poses challenges for recognizing the colors.

Instead of using 3 primary color components (i.e., RGB) of the image, we adopt

the color naming method [115]. Color name learns color from real-world images

rather than learning color chips in a laboratory setting. It maps different shades

of a color (caused by varying illumination or shadows) into the same color name.
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Figure 3.6: Examples of different handbag models in one SSC. The color from certain
patches is more discriminative (in dotted boxes).

Figure 3.7: Handbags with the corresponding color histograms. The first row and
third row are two handbags with three different images per handbag model. The second
row and fourth row are corresponding extracted color histograms.

It can also encode achromatic colors (e.g., black), leading to higher discriminative

power [116].

A color naming feature is an 11-dimensional histogram calculated in CIELAB

color space. This color histogram indicates the probabilities that an image contains

11 different colors, namely black, blue, brown, grey, green, orange, pink, purple,

red, white and yellow, respectively. However, using an 11-dimensional histogram

to differentiate handbag models in one SSC is not discriminative enough for two

reasons:

1. Sometimes only the color of some corresponding patches are different, as shown
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in Fig. 3.6;

2. Sometimes the color histograms for images belonging to the same handbag vary

a lot because of the diverse illumination environments, such as handbags with

glossy material, as shown in Fig. 3.7. However, a few color elements may remain

consistent with each other (see the third color element shown with horizontal

textures in Fig. 3.7).

Therefore, we extract an 11-dimensional color histogram for each of the K patches

from a handbag ROI. It would be helpful to find certain color elements extracted

from certain patches to facilitate the color recognition, which are termed as the

dominant color feature elements.

To describe the color information of a handbag region, we concatenate 11-

dimensional color histogram extracted from each handbag patch, and form a 11×

K-dimensional color feature. We obtain the dominant color feature elements for

a certain SSC by following a similar procedure to the Type-II patch selection

described in the previous section. Recalling that a SSC A = {ai}ni=1, it can be

rewritten as A = {Hl}Ll=1, where L denotes the number of handbag models in A and

Hl is the set of the normalized handbag regions belonging to lth handbag model.

H∗l denotes the set of handbag regions which do not belong to lth handbag model.

Let q(a) be the mapping function between a normalized handbag region a and its

model index, i.e. q(a) ∈ {1, . . . , L}, then we can obtain Hl = {ai|q(ai) = l}ni=1.

Let | · | be the number of samples in a set, h∗l = {ht|t = 1, ..., L, t 6=l}, and d̄ai,aj(k)

denote the Euclidean distance between kth (k = 1, ..., 11 ×K) color dimension of

normalized handbag regions ai and aj (ai, aj ∈ A). The discriminability of the kth

color dimension for SSC A is computed by
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DA(k) =
1

L

L∑
l=1

d̄Hl,H
∗
l
(k)(

d̄Hl,Hl
(k) + d̄H∗l ,H∗l (k)

)
/2
, (3.12)

where

d̄Hl,H
∗
l
(k) =

1

|Hl| × |H∗l |
∑

q(ai)=l,i=1,...,n,
q(aj)6=l,j=1,...,n

(
d̄ai,aj(k)

)
, (3.13)

d̄Hl,Hl
(k) =

1

|Hl|2 − |Hl|
∑

q(ai)=l,q(ai′ )=l,
i,i′=1,...,n,i 6=i′

(
d̄ai,a′i(k)

)
, (3.14)

d̄H∗l ,H∗l (k) =
1

|H∗l |2 − |H∗l |
∑

q(ai)6=l,q(ai′ )6=l,
i,i′=1,...,n,i 6=i′

(
d̄ai,ai′ (k)

)
. (3.15)

For the kth color dimension, Eq. (3.13) measures the distance between hand-

bags which belong to lth model and those belong to other models (i.e., inter-class

distance). Eq. (3.14) and Eq. (3.15) are the normalized factors, and they mea-

sure the distance of handbags which belong to the lth model and other models

respectively (i.e., intra-class distance). We rank each dimension according to its

discriminativeness computed by Eq. (3.12) in a descending order. First P dimen-

sional color feature elements with the highest discriminability are chosen as the

dominant color feature elements. For handbag model(s) of a SSC, if L > 1, we

further train an L-class classifier based on the dominant color feature elements.

For efficiency, we adopt the fast and effective multi-class softmax regression [112]

for the handbag model recognition.

3.3 Dataset Construction

As no existing benchmark is available for branded handbag recognition, we con-

struct a handbag dataset, named as BrandBag. It covers 220 BrandBag-I2 handbag

2http://www.louisvuitton.eu/front/\#/engE1/Collections/Women/Handbags
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.8: Examples of visually indistinguishable handbags. Handbags with the same
appearance but with (a) different sizes, (b) indistinguishable colors and (c) different
materials.

models and 181 BrandBag-II3 handbag models downloaded from Google, Flickr or

some shopping websites. Building such datasets costs a lot of human labor due to

the following reasons. (1) The image resources are limited for most of the hand-

bag models. (2) Slight texture or color changes of handbags will lead to different

handbag models. Handbag images of the same model might appear differently due

to serious distortions or variations of illumination.

The dataset construction procedure consists of four key steps. (1) List the

target handbag models to collect. (2) Merge handbag models which are visually

undistinguishable, such as handbags with the same appearance but different sizes,

indistinguishable colors, or different materials (as shown in Fig. 3.8). (3) For

3http://www.coach.com/shop/women-handbags?viewAll=true
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each handbag model, search for handbag images from public websites (Google,

Flickr or online shops) by key-words such as the model name, which costs human

labor because many attached annotations do not match with the images. (4)

Remove handbag images which are noisy, duplicated, heavily occluded, with low

quality or in wrong viewpoints, and retain handbag models containing at least 10

images. Eventually, the BrandBag dataset contains 5545 images of 220 BrandBag-I

handbag models and 4318 images of 181 BrandBag-II handbag models. According

to the style of handbags, BrandBag-I handbag models can be grouped into 125

SSCs and BrandBag-II handbag models have 61 SSCs. Each handbag image in

our dataset is annotated manually with a bounding box, which is a rectangular

region outside the handbag surface without strap, as shown in Fig. 3.9.

Handbag images in our dataset are mainly in frontal view or with small rota-

tions (i.e., the angle of the rotation is smaller than 30◦), which is the best view

to visualize handbags. Handbags appearing in these images are without heavy

occlusion (i.e., the occluded region is no larger than 15% of the handbag size).

The sizes of the images range from 93× 99 to 3648× 3968, while the sizes of the

handbags in images are from 50×96 to 2025×3707. To the best of our knowledge,

this is the first handbag dataset constructed for branded handbag recognition.

3.4 Experiments and Discussions

3.4.1 Evaluation of Proposed Method

In this section, we evaluate the performances of the handbag recognition on the

branded handbag datasets. It is also worth noting that our method requires users

to crop the handbag ROIs from the handbag images, therefore, the background of

the image and the position of handbag will not affect the recognition. Methods
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Figure 3.9: Examples of handbag images with the associated bounding boxes (marked
with yellow rectangles) in our dataset.

Table 3.1: Comparisons of the classification accuracies (%) and feature dimension. CN
is short for color naming, CS is short for color selection (color naming feature extraction
+ dominant color feature element selection) and CF is short for complementary feature.

Methods
Datasets Feature dimensions

BrandBag BrandBag-I BrandBag-II Style Color

Baseline-I 54.08 67.21 39.00 21, 000

Baseline-II 72.83 81.33 60.62 21, 000 297

Type-I + CN 79.59 88.54 67.86 15, 000 297

Type-I + Type-II + CN 82.19 90.77 70.91 19, 000 297

Yao et al. [4] + CN 74.01 80.11 66.74 ≈ 4, 086, 000 297

Singh et al. [30] + CN 64.03 71.04 39.68 3906 297

Type-I + Type-II + CF
83.46 92.34 71.96 34,000 297+ CN

Type-I + Type-II + CF
84.01 92.77 72.25 34,000 230+ CS (Proposed)

Yao et al. [4] 61.47 76.28 39.56 ≈ 4, 086, 000

CNN [108] 71.27 80.18 60.69 4096
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will be mainly evaluated and compared on BrandBag. We also show some perfor-

mances on BrandBag-I and BrandBag-II separately. In the dataset, five images

per handbag model are randomly chosen for training and the rest are for test-

ing. The training and testing sets are fixed for the rest of the experiments. We

adopt cross-validation to obtain the parameters in the proposed framework. In

the following discussions, we denote SIFT + LLC to represent LLC feature [33]

coded from SIFT descriptor followed by spatial pyramid matching (SPM) [8] and

max-pooling [117]. Size of the codebook is 1000 unless otherwise specified. Two

baselines considered for comparison are as follows:

• Baseline-I: C-SIFT [118] + LLC.

• Baseline-II: we sequentially recognize the handbag from style to color. SIFT

+ LLC is used for style recognition, and the color naming [115] is adopted

for color recognition.

The classification accuracies of the two baselines on our datasets are shown in

Table 3.1. It can be seen that the sequential recognition process can significantly

increase the performance for handbag recognition. Next, we are to evaluate the

performance of proposed discriminative representations for handbags. Each hand-

bag ROI is rescaled into 255×255 pixels. We observe that handbag designers tend

to decorate handbags with patterns or textures in the four corners, middle, upper

or lower part, and the two sides. This motivates us to partition each ROI into

scales of 85× 85, 85× 170, 170× 85, 85× 255 and 255× 85 with a step size of 85,

which obtains K = 27 patches in our experiment.
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Figure 3.10: Patches arranged by their discriminability in a descending order. We
visualize the most four (first row), and the least four (second row) discriminative patches
(patches are indicated as dotted boxes).

3.4.1.1 Performance of Type-I Patch Selection

We use the selected Type-I patches instead of the standard SPM patches in

baseline-II pipeline and vary the number of selected patches. We select Y = 15

most discriminative patches by grid search [119]. The result is shown as Type-I +

CN in Table 3.1, which is around 2.1% improvement when compared with selecting

all the 27 patches (accuracy = 77.50%). Moreover, we observe that the perfor-

mance is not sensitive in recognizing handbags. In BrandBag, the accuracies vary

from 79.44% to 79.59% for Y ∈ [13, 18]. The values of T are 21, 664, 16, 024, and

37, 922 for BrandBag, BrandBag-I and BrandBag-II, respectively. We also show

the feature dimensions for different methods of BrandBag in Table 3.1. It can be

seen that with more compact features, the performance of the proposed Type-I +

color naming method surpasses the baseline.

Fig. 3.10 visualizes the four most discriminative patches as well as the four

least discriminative patches according to Eq. (3.1) in our BrandBag dataset. The

ranking shows that the discriminative patches locate on the upper and middle part

of the handbags.
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Figure 3.11: An example of learned discriminative patches for two SSCs (shown in
two rows respectively). We rank the discriminability of patches in a descending order,
and visualize the two most discriminative patches (in dotted boxes) as well as the least
discriminative patch.

Table 3.2: Variation with selected number of pairwise classifiers for handbag recogni-
tion.

Number of selected R(i) Accuracy(%)

4000 82.19

8000 82.21

12000 82.24

16000 82.20

3.4.1.2 Performance of Type-II Patch Selection

Fig. 3.11 shows the ranking of discriminability of patches for pairwise SSCs in a

descending order of BrandBag. Top rank indicates that the diversity of bottom

corner is important for distinguishing these two SSCs.

As discussed in Section 3.2.1.2, among N SSCs, C2
N binary classifiers will be

built in this module to construct a feature g′. There are 186 SSCs in our dataset,

yielding

186

2

 = 17205 dimensions for g′. However, it is not necessary to use all

the 17205 elements in g′. Table 3.2 shows the performance of handbag recognition
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with g′ by using randomly selected number of pairwise classifiers (i.e., R(i)) on

top of the Type-I patch selection with Y = 15. We denote the number of selected

pairwise classifiers as E and we are able to gain a good performance when E =

4000, which achieves 82.19% in accuracy, and set as a default value. With the

increasing number of pairwise classifiers, the redundancy in our features increases

as well, which may result in accuracy decrease in Table 3.2. This is around 2.6%

improvement compared with only using the Type-I patches with Y = 15 (accuracy

= 79.59%). For BrandBag-I and BrandBag-II, the improvements are 2.23% and

3.05%, respectively.

3.4.1.3 Comparisons of Discriminative Patch Discovery

We replace the proposed patch selection with the leading and publicly available

method [4] for recognizing fine-grained objects (see Yao et al. [4] + CN in Ta-

ble 3.1) and discriminative patch discovery method [30] (see Singh et al. [30]

+ CN in Table 3.1). We adopt the default settings in their source codes. Yao’s

method randomly samples patches from images, and the average feature dimension

per image is 4, 086, 000 in BrandBag. For Singh’s work, we discover discrimina-

tive patches on a per-category basis, and aggregate top discovered patches of each

SSC into an object bank representation [120]. It ends up with a 3906 dimen-

sional feature vector for each image. Our patch selection for the task achieves

over 8% improvement in accuracy for BrandBag, 10% for BrandBag-I and 4% for

BrandBag-II.

3.4.1.4 Performance of Complementary Feature Extraction

We use the term Hölder-SIFT to denote the complementary feature of SIFT. We

concatenate SIFT + LLC with Hölder-SIFT + LLC to represent handbag patches
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in Type-I + Type-II + CN, which achieves 83.46% in accuracy for BrandBag,

92.34% for BrandBag-I and 71.96% for BrandBag-II (see Type-I + Type-II +

complementary feature + color naming in Table 3.1). We observe the improvement

of embedding complementary feature into our framework, which usually boosts the

performance by 1.5% in recognition accuracy.

3.4.1.5 Performance of Dominant Color Feature Element Selection

As mentioned in Section 3.2.3, we choose the P most discriminative color elements

(out of 11×27 = 297 dimensional feature extracted from all patches) for the color-

based recognition. We are able to achieve the performance of branded handbag

recognition (on top of the Type-I and Type-II patch selection, based on grid search)

at P = 230 with accuracy of 84.01% for BrandBag, 92.77% for BrandBag-I and

72.25% for BrandBag-II. In our dataset, the number of handbags in each SSC,

denoted by L, is relatively small , where L ∈ [1, 13] and the average value is

2.16. This may be one of the reasons why the improvement is little compared with

using all the color feature elements (e.g., 83.46% of BrandBag in accuracy without

dominant color feature selection).

Finally, we compare our method with that proposed by Yao et al. [4] on

handbag recognition, i.e., we directly adopt Yao’s method for recognizing different

handbag models, denoted as Yao et al. [4] in Table 3.1. As Convolutional Neural

Network (CNN) has been shown recently to be effective for many image recognition

tasks, we adopt the ImageNet pre-trained model [108] and fine-tune it on our

handbag data. We start the training with a fixed learning rate and decrease it by

a factor of 10 after the training error stops reducing, and the result is reported in

Table 3.1. Our proposed method achieves over 13% improvement in classification

accuracy.
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3.4.2 Discussion on Image Size

We test the effects of handbag size on the recognition accuracy. Take BrandBag-

I dataset as an example, we rescale each handbag image in the testing set of

Brandbag-I into half of its original size, w.r.t height (i.e., H ′ = 1/2×H, where H

indicates the original height and H ′ indicates the rescaled height) and width (i.e.,

W ′ = 1/2×W , where W indicates the original width and W ′ indicates the rescaled

width). The bounding box annotation is also changed accordingly. Then we follow

the same procedure as that has been used in Type-I + Type-II + complementary

feature + color selection (Proposed). More specifically, we rescale each handbag

ROI to the same uniform scale (i.e., 255 × 255), densely extract K patches of

multi-scales from the rescaled ROI and recognize the models of the input handbag

ROIs by using the sequential method and already trained classifiers. We obtain

the accuracy of 93.58% for our proposed method. After resizing the image, the ac-

curacy does not drop, compared with the reported accuracy in Table 3.1 (92.77%).

Therefore, the recognition accuracy is not sensitive to the size of handbag images

in our dataset.

3.4.3 Discussion on the Number of Training Images

In order to evaluate how the number of training images influences the performance,

take BrandBag-I dataset as an example, we randomly select 8 images per handbag

model for training, and the rest are for testing. This leads to 94.46% in accuracy.

It can be seen that we can obtain better performance with more training images.

3.4.4 Computational Complexity

We report the time complexity of training and testing on BrandBag dataset for

proposed method. Experiment is conducted on Matlab R2012b, in a desktop
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.12: Training and testing time based on different number of SSCs: (a) overall
training time (min.), and (b) testing time for each query handbag ROI (sec.).

of Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4570 3.20GHz CPU, and 32.0GB RAM. Fig. 3.12 (a)

gives the curve for measuring the total training time (in min.) changing with the

increasing number of SSCs. Fig.3.12 (b) plots the testing time (in sec.) for each

query.

For Type-II patch selection, we adopt all the C2
N binary classifiers to keep

the measurement fair and simple. However, it is not necessary to train all the

binary classifiers and the speed would become much faster if we reduce the number

of binary classifiers to be trained. When K = 186, and we do not adopt any

binary classifier, the training time will reduce to 51.40 seconds. This will sacrifice

approximately 2.5% in accuracy. Moreover, we compute the overall training and

testing time sequentially for Type-I, Type-II patch selection and color element

selection modules. To speed up, these modules can be computed in parallel. Based

on Fig. 3.12 (b), our handbag search engine is able to be applied in real-time.
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3.4.5 Discussions

Our propose method requires to group the handbags into SSCs to facilitate the

style-based recognition as well as the color-based recognition. In order to identify

new handbags, we have to group them into the existing or new SSCs. A straightfor-

ward solution is to let experts manually label which SSC the new handbag should

be assigned to. To reduce the human labor, we can use the style-based recognition

to identify which SSC this handbag belongs to or provide several candidate SSCs

which this handbag likely belongs to. This will help the experts to largely narrow

down the range of choices. If the new handbag belongs to an existing SSC, we only

need to train the L-class classifier for color-based recognition element within this

SSC. If the new handbag forms a new SSC, then most of the additional time cost

will depend on training the binary classifiers (R(i)) between the new SSC and the

existing SSCs.

The performance of our method is evaluated for a combination of two brands.

As our method is not designed for some specific brands only, once there are suffi-

cient data for training, we can directly apply it to even more brands or a combi-

nation of more different brands.

3.4.6 Additional Experiments on Complementary Feature

We test the complementary feature based on the LLC framework [33] on our

BrandBag dataset, other five widely used image classification datasets: Caltech-

101 [121], Caltech-256 [122], MIT 67 indoor [123], Scene 15 [8], UIUC sports [124]

and some fine-grained object datasets: Oxford flower [5], Stanford dog [6] and

UCSD bird [125]. We also test the complementary feature based on an existing fine-

grained object recognition method for bird recognition [4]. Gray scale information

is used for all these datasets.
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Table 3.3: Accuracy (%) of LLC framework on handbag recognition using different
types of features.

Feature Acc. Feature Acc. Feature Acc. Feature Acc.

SIFT 54.81 Hölder-SIFT 52.11 SIFT & 54.95 SIFT & 57.44
ST-SIFT Hölder-SIFT

HOG 48.69 Hölder-HOG 46.33 HOG & 48.08 HOG & 51.55
ST-HOG Hölder-HOG

LBP 37.65 Hölder-LBP 35.01 LBP & 37.46 LBP & 40.63
ST-LBP Hölder-LBP

Texton 53.39 Hölder-Texton 50.25 Texton & 53.29 Texton & 57.56
ST-Texton Hölder-Texton

For handbag recognition, different types of features are adopted during the

recognition, i.e., the original feature, the complementary feature, and the feature

concatenated by the original and the corresponding complementary feature. We

apply several popular features including SIFT [31], HOG [34], LBP [32] and Texton

[36] as the original features. For simplicity, the corresponding complementary fea-

tures are termed as Hölder-SIFT, Hölder-HOG, Hölder-LBP and Hölder-Texton,

respectively. Table 3.3 summarizes the recognition accuracies when using single

feature and it shows the comparison results of accuracies. When using the original

features, the accuracies vary from 37.65% (LBP) to 54.81% (SIFT). The concate-

nation of the original feature and the complementary feature is denoted as SIFT

& Hölder-SIFT, HOG & Hölder-HOG, etc. We observe that most of the comple-

mentary features perform worse than the original features because they enhance

high-frequent information which is sensitive to noise. However, concatenating the

original feature and the corresponding complementary feature can get a better

performance (over 2.63% improvement in accuracy). To demonstrate the effec-

tiveness of extracting features from our texture enhanced image, we compare it
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with sketch token [109], a local edge-based feature. Likewise, we denote the cor-

responding features extracted from sketch tokens by ST-SIFT, ST-HOG, ST-LBP

and ST-Texton. The 5th and 6th columns of Table 3.3 show the performance of

concatenating the edge-based feature and the original feature, which does not help

in boosting the accuracy.

We test on five widely used image classification dataset with the most standard

settings. On Caltech-101, we randomly select 15 and 30 images per class for

training, and no more than 50 images per class for testing. On Caltech-256, for

each class, 15, 30 and 45 images are randomly selected for training, while the

remaining for testing. On MIT 67 indoor, we follow the original splits [123], which

uses around 80 and 20 images per class for training and testing, respectively. On

Scene 15, 100 images per class are randomly selected for training and the rest are

for testing. On UIUC sports, we randomly select 70 and 60 images per class for

training and testing, respectively. For the three fine-grained object datasets, we

follow their standard data splitting strategies. On Oxford flower, whole images

are applied for training and testing. For Stanford dog, only foreground images

are adopted. We follow the data preparation of UCSD bird in the work of Yao et

al.[4]. We trained codebooks with 4096 bases for Caltech-256 as in [33] and 2048

for other datasets. For all the SIFT features extraction and LLC coding, we adopt

the default settings in the source code [33]. As shown in Table 3.4, incorporating

the complementary feature on general object recognition helps in increasing the

performance by over 3% in classification accuracy. Other than accuracy, we also

provide the percentage increment of computation time for each dataset in the last

column. Note that the increment of computation time of our algorithm is trivial.

It costs average 1.1 second per image on a normal computer.

For bird recognition proposed by Yao et al. [4], we adopt the default settings in
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Table 3.4: Mean classification accuracy (%) and percentage increment of computation
time (%) for image classification (with/without the complementary feature).

Datasets Feature Percentage increment of

(Number of training images/class) SIFT SIFT & Hölder-SIFT computation time

Caltech-101 (15) 63.82 68.43 155.04

Caltech-101 (30) 71.93 76.27 134.29

Caltech-256 (15) 30.29 33.78 159.93

Caltech-256 (30) 36.77 40.63 165.75

Caltech-256 (45) 40.13 44.09 151.31

MIT 67 indoor (80) 41.51 46.57 160.24

Scene 15 (100) 81.65 84.66 153.93

UIUC sport (70) 81.50 87.71 156.27

Oxford flower (10) 42.38 48.88 150.53

Stanford dog (105) 20.76 24.08 149.34

UCSD bird (15) 12.71 15.73 150.65

Table 3.5: Mean classification accuracy (%) of with/without complementary feature
on the existing fine-grained recognition method [4] for bird recognition

Number of decision trees
Feature

SIFT SIFT & Hölder-SIFT

50 11.97 13.74

100 13.49 15.97

150 14.55 16.83

200 15.22 17.64

250 15.43 18.00

300 15.68 18.32

the source code [126], and change the number of trees and size of images given in [4].

The results in Table 3.5 show the improvement of incorporating complementary

feature.
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3.5 Summary

In this chapter, a novel method is presented to recognize handbag models. Our

study focuses on the discriminative representations for handbags. For style-based

recognition, two different mid-level handbag patch selection algorithms are pro-

posed to find the discriminative handbag patches, and a low-level complementary

feature is designed to capture the fine details of the handbag patches. For color-

based recognition, the dominant color naming features are selected and used to

represent the color of the handbag. The experiments show that our method per-

forms better than existing fine-grained object recognition methods on recognizing

handbags.
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Chapter 4

DeepBag: Feature Selective and
Joint Classification-Regression for
Handbag Recognition

With the development of GPU device and the rise of deep learning methods in

recent years, many computer vision applications such as object detection or image

classification have gained promising results. As reviewed in Chapter 2, Convolu-

tional Neural Network (CNN) is a variant in deep learning for image classification.

In this chapter, we are motivated to propose a novel handbag recognition algo-

rithm based on CNN 1. Concretely, we propose a new CNN model, called Feature

Selective joint Classification-Regression CNN (FSCR-CNN). Its advantages lie in

two folds. (1) It alleviates the illumination changes. (2) It leads to a better hand-

bag classifier to handle large inter-class similarity. We evaluate the performance

of FSCR-CNN on our branded handbag dataset introduced in Chapter 3. The

experiments show that it outperforms those CNN models on handbag recognition.

We also apply FSCR-CNN to other fine-grained object recognition problems based

on state-of-the-art CNN architectures, and achieve over 5% improvement in accu-

racy. Since both Chapter 3 and this chapter deal with handbag recognition, the

1Part of this chapter was presented in [127]
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: Illustrations of the main difficulties in handbag recognition due to (a)
illumination changes and (b) inter-class similarity. The models of handbags in each row
are the same in (a), while similar handbags are enclosed in the same box in (b).

comparisons of methods introduced in these two chapters will be analyzed in the

experiment.

4.1 Introduction

As a fashion recognition problem, handbag recognition has a large market demand.

New models of handbags appear in the market in a very fast pace. We can see

handbag images everywhere, such like fashion magazines, billboards, websites and

blogs. To process such large amount of handbag images is the inevitable trend

of development. It is nontrivial, which delivers the demand for big data analy-

sis. Under this requirement, in this chapter, we investigate deep learning based
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handbag recognition, which has the potential to handle large scale data.

As introduced in Chapter 2, handbag recognition belongs to the category of

fine-grained object recognition, which is a challenging problem even for human

beings [128]. The main challenges of handbag recognition have been summarized in

Chapter 3. We reemphasize them here, which are slightly different from Chapter 3

as the concepts like “style” or “SSC” are not used in this chapter. (1) Illumination

changes: some handbags differ with each other only by color (color sensitive),

however, the illumination changes enlarge the intra-class color variance (see Fig. 4.1

(a)). (2) Inter-class similarity: the appearances of some handbags may be very

similar (see Fig. 4.1 (b)), which raises difficulties to learn a proper classifier to

differentiate these visually similar models.

Based on our study, we find that previous CNN models [1, 43, 44, 47] or CNN-

based methods for fine-grained object recognition [18, 21, 53] do not provide dis-

criminative color information during training. Moreover, CNN models only con-

sider the hard label (i.e., the ground truth class label) to train a multi-class clas-

sifier. This is not sufficient for training a reliable classifier especially for visually

similar classes. To handle the difficulties in handbag recognition, we introduce two

novel techniques in CNN training. We explicitly consider (1) incorporating dis-

criminative color information to classify color sensitive objects, and (2) assigning

a distribution measuring how similar this class is to other classes to differentiate

similar classes.

Concretely, we propose a novel CNN model to recognize the handbag model

for a given input handbag image. The proposed model, named FSCR-CNN, has

the following two innovations.

1. Feature Selective CNN (FS-CNN): we learn a regression function to map the
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first fully-connected feature to the color feature via random forest. Then, we

measure the color-discriminability of each element of the fully-connected feature

based on the regression function. Only those color-nondiscriminative ones will

be forwarded and back-propagated.

2. Joint Classification-Regression CNN (CR-CNN): we propose a novel loss func-

tion by considering both the hard labels and soft labels of the training data for

CNN fine tuning. For each training sample, the hard label means its ground

truth class label, while the soft label refers to a distribution that measures the

similarities between its ground truth class and all the classes.

Additionally, we also build up an end-to-end handbag recognition framework, given

a handbag image. In this framework we first propose to localize and extract a set

of handbag regions (proposals) by exploring the symmetry property of the hand-

bag (Sec. 4.3.1). These extracted proposals are then fed into the CNN detection

model and the FSCR-CNN (Sec. 4.2) classification model separately. The de-

tection scores and classification scores are combined by employing a conditional

probability model (Sec. 4.3.3). Eventually, we recognize the query handbag image

according to the highest combined score.

The major contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:

1. We propose a feature selection strategy to improve the discriminability of the

learned CNN by optimizing the color-nondiscriminative features in handbag

recognition.

2. We propose a novel loss function for CNN by taking both the hard label and

the soft label into consideration, so as to facilitate the classifier modeling for

visually similar objects. Such a loss function can be adopted on different CNN

architectures, with over 7% improvement in accuracy for handbag recognition.
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3. The proposed FSCR-CNN can be generalized to other image-based fine-grained

object recognition problems.

Next, we present our FSCR-CNN model first, then we introduce the end-to-end

handbag recognition framework.

4.2 FSCR-CNN Classification Model

Deep CNN model is shown to be a powerful image descriptor or classifier [1, 129].

However, for fine-grained datasets which only have limited resources, CNN suffers

from over-fitting. Therefore, for all CNNs trained in this chapter, we adopt the

ImageNet pre-trained model, and fine-tune it accordingly. More specifically, we

replace the last fully-connected layer (this layer’s outputs are the 1000 classes

scores for 1000-class image classification) by a new fully-connected layer whose

number of outputs equals to the number of handbag categories in the dataset. We

initialize this layer with weights from scratch. We fine-tune the weights of the

pre-trained network by continuing the backpropagation. ImageNet [22] organizes

objects according to the WordNet [130] hierarchy and each node is depicted by a

large amount of images. It contains the subset of bags categorized by the shoulder

bag, evening bag, clutch, reticule and etui. Our second strategy which avoids over-

fitting is to conduct the data augmentation during training [131], leading to larger

diversity of the class.

4.2.1 Feature Selective CNN Architecture (FS-CNN)

In deep CNNs, after the first convolutional layer, RGB channels are all mixed to be

fed into the consecutive layers. Such CNN models may not be good at dealing with

illumination changes (see Fig. 4.1 (a)). To address this problem, we introduce a

feature selection strategy into CNN to help learn features which can better describe
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the FS-CNN. The feature selection is applied on the first fully
connected layer, where the black part indicates the color-discriminative feature elements,
and the white part indicates the color-nondiscriminative feature elements. The dashed
line indicates forward pass and dotted dashed line indicates the backpropagation.

color information. The proposed FS-CNN is shown in Fig. 4.2. Based on the

proposed feature selection, the color-discriminative features outputted from the

first fully connected layer fc1 remain unchanged and the color-nondiscriminative

features participate in the forward pass and the backpropagation.

We choose color-nondiscriminative features to forward and back-propagate be-

cause these features are not informative for the color, which may result in an

unsatisfactory classification result. Their associated neurons are required to be

further optimized based on the corresponding classification error. In such a way,

the whole network is more capable to do the classification. To select the color-

nondiscriminative features, we propose a random forest [132] based feature se-

lection procedure. As introduced in Chapter 3, random forest is an ensemble of

randomized decision trees, which is shown to perform well for multi-class classi-

fications in many tasks [4, 133, 134]. Each random forest tree consists of several

branch nodes and leaf nodes. Each branch node selects a feature dimension which

is discriminative for the classification or regression. According to [132], a certain
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feature can regress another feature using random forest. Here we adopt such pro-

cedure to regress the color feature of each training image using CNN fc1 feature.

In our implementation, the color feature is computed by employing color naming

method [115]. During such regression process, each node of the random forest tree

will select the most color discriminative dimension of fc1 feature. We propose to

measure the color discriminability of the ith dimension of fc1 feature by

d(i) =
Y∑
k=1

Φ(k, i), (4.1)

where Y is the number of the branch nodes for all trees and

Φ(k, i) =

 1 if ϑ(k) = i

0 otherwise,
(4.2)

where ϑ(k) refers to the index of the feature element chosen in the kth node. Among

H-dimensional fc1 feature elements, βH (0 < β < 1) most non-discriminative

feature elements are selected according to the color discriminability.

4.2.2 Joint Classification-Regression CNN Model (CR-CNN)

Handbag recognition is a multi-class classification problem. A straightforward

way to address it is to train a hard label multi-class classifier, such as the softmax

classifier. However, some handbags are extremely similar, as shown in Fig. 4.1 (b),

even human beings have difficulties to distinguish them. In other words, given

a single hard label of a handbag class, it’s difficult to train a reliable classifier

to distinguish it from its visually similar classes. This is because the penalties

for misclassifications to its visually similar classes and dissimilar ones are equal.

Therefore, a better way is to assign an additional soft label to each handbag class,

which is a distribution to measure how similar this class is to all the classes. By
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Figure 4.3: Examples of soft labels in a 3-class dataset. The lengths of the histograms
measure the similarities between classes. The summation of histograms along any column
or any row is 1.

using the soft label, the penalties for misclassifying a handbag to its visually similar

classes are less than those to the dissimilar classes. Researches have been done to

show that soft label is helpful for some computer vision tasks [135, 136]. Here we

propose to take advantages of both hard label and soft label for the CNN training

procedure. Fig. 4.3 illustrates the soft labels of a 3-class dataset, each of which

can be represented as a 3-dimensional vector.

To assign an additional soft label to each handbag class, we can adopt a confu-

sion matrix based on the classification performance on a validation set as indicated

in [137, 138]. However, the confusion matrix measures how easy it is to discriminate

between different classes, which may not have a good measure for the similarities

between classes. Therefore, in order to establish the soft labels, we propose to

use learned CNN features of the training data to measure the similarities between

classes. As these features are learned together with classifiers, they are descriptive
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and distinctive. The first fully-connected layer (i.e., fc1) features of the training

data are extracted and processed as follows:

1. Compute the mean of fc1 features among all the training samples within the

same class (each class has a corresponding mean fc1 feature).

2. Obtain a distance matrix D with each element as

D(i, j) = χ2(v̄i, v̄j), (4.3)

where v̄i and v̄j indicate the mean fc1 features of class i and j, respectively,

χ2(, ) refers to the Chi-square distance of the mean features.

3. Normalize D(i, j) to D∗(i, j) ∈ [0, 1].

4. Compute a matrix F with entry

F (i, j) =
1−D∗(i, j)∑
j(1−D∗(i, j))

, (4.4)

which is the similarity measure of classes i and j.

5. The soft label for class i can therefore be assigned as s(i) = (F (i, 1), ...F (i,K)),

where K denotes the number of classes being trained.

Now with the learned soft labels, we propose a joint classification-regression loss

to learn the network. Given a handbag training dataset with N foreground hand-

bag images x(i) (belonging to K handbag class) with the labels y(i) ∈ {1, 2, ..., K},

where i = 1, ..., N , and let a
(i)
j (j = 1, ..., K) be the output of the last inner-product

layer for x(i), the proposed joint loss function is defined as

J = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

K∑
j=1

(
1(y(i) = j) log p

(i)
j − λ

(
logF (y(i), j)− log p

(i)
j

)2)
, (4.5)
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where

p
(i)
j =

exp a
(i)
j∑K

l=1 exp a
(i)
l

, (4.6)

1(·) is the indicator function, and λ is a tradeoff parameter which balances the

two loss terms. The first term is the standard softmax loss which penalizes the

classification error for each class equally. The second term is the regression squared

loss term, which penalizes the difference between the predicted scores of x(i) (i.e.,

p
(i)
j ) and the soft labels s(y(i)). The second term is learned jointly with the first

term, which also acts as a regularizer for the first term.

In order to employ stochastic gradient descend on our proposed loss function,

we apply the back-propagation based on the partial derivatives of the new loss with

respect to the output of the last inner product layer a
(i)
j . The partial derivatives

are given as follows

∂J

∂a
(i)
j

= − 1

N

[
1(y(i) = j)− p(i)j −

2λ
( K∑
l=1

(logF (y(i), l)− log p
(i)
l )p

(i)
j − logF (y(i), j) + log p

(i)
j

)]
. (4.7)

4.3 End-to-End Handbag Recognition Framework

Fig. 4.4 shows our proposed handbag recognition framework. Given an input

handbag image, we localize a set of handbag regions by exploring the symmetry

property of handbags. Two different deep CNN models are trained, the CNN

detection model and the FSCR-CNN classification model, to predict the foreground

detection score and classification score of each proposal, respectively. Finally,

conditioned on the scores of the CNN detection model, a probability model is

employed to refine the classification scores of FSCR-CNN model. The model (class)

of the input handbag is predicted based on the refined classification scores.
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Figure 4.4: Overview of the proposed handbag recognition framework. Given a query
(handbag image), a set of proposals are localized and extracted, which are further fed
into the CNN detection model and the FSCR-CNN classification model. Eventually, the
conditional probability model recognizes the handbag model by combining the classifi-
cation scores and the detection scores.

4.3.1 Symmetry-Based Proposals Localization

Object proposal indicates a candidate bounding box covering an object in the

image [3]. Using object proposals increases the computational efficiency for object

detection. Recent works include objectness cues [139], selective search [140], BING

with high computation [141] and edge box [3]. Edge box method [3] computes how

likely a bounding box contains an object by calculating the number of contours

wholly contained in the box, which is suitable for localizing handbag proposals.

The shape of handbags is rectangular-like, which satisfies the assumption of the

edge boxes, i.e., their contours are more likely to be wholly enclosed or fitted by a

box.

However, edge box method is designed for general objects, which does not

consider the specific property of handbags. Thus, the returned top proposals by

edge box method sometimes cannot accurately enclose a handbag region, which
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5: Top ranked handbag proposals (enclosed in yellow boxes) by (a) edge box
method [3] and (b) proposed method.

cover parts of the region, or parts of the background instead, as shown in Fig. 4.5

(a). This problem can be alleviated by utilizing the observation that handbags are

often shown in symmetry.

We follow the notation in [3]. For the computed edge map of an input image I,

any of the pixel is defined as e, represented as a complex number, with magnitude

me and orientation θe. The orientation is unsigned, from 0 to π. Then some can-

didate bounding boxes are computed on the edge map based on a sliding window

search. Each bounding box b localizes a corresponding object proposal, the score

of which is calculated by: [3]

hb = h1b − h2b, (4.8)

where the first term h1b computes the score of whether a set of edge groups is

wholly contained in box b, the second term h2b computes the edge magnitudes

from a smaller box centered in b, and the subtraction is because those edges in the

center of the box are less important.

Next, we propose to compute a symmetry score for the proposal enclosed by

box b, which is to measure how symmetric the proposal is. The feature extraction
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procedure below for computing symmetry score is shown in Fig. 4.6:

1. Quantize me and θe into 10 and 6 bins that are uniform in space, respectively.

2. Decompose b into 2×4 spatial cells (4 cells on the right and 4 cells on the left).

Each cell is represented by a 6× 10-bin 2-dimensional histogram.

3. Normalize the 2-dimensional histogram by the number of edge pixels inside each

cell, which is further pulled into a vector to represent the cell.

4. Use the same sequence to concatenate the vector of each cell on the right,

denoted as qr and left, denoted as ql, respectively.

The symmetry score sb of the proposal is computed by

sb = −χ2(qr, ql), (4.9)

where χ2(qr, ql) indicates the Chi-square distance between qr and ql. Note that the

gradient magnitude and orientation are quantized into 10 and 6 bins empirically.

Inspired by the setting of the well-known HOG [34], a 2-D histogram is used to

represent a cell. The final proposal score of b is

h∗b = h1b − h2b + γsb, (4.10)

where γ > 0 is used to balance the object proposal score and the symmetry score.

The proposals with P highest scores are selected for future recognition. Noted

that we exclude the proposals which are too small to provide sufficient information

for recognition. Only bounding boxes which satisfy the criteria that bw > ηIw and

bh > ηIh will be considered, where 0 < η < 1, bw and bh are the width and height of

box b, Iw and Ih are the width and height of image I. Some returned top proposals

by proposed method are shown in Fig. 4.5 (b).
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Figure 4.6: Feature extraction procedure for computing the symmetry score for a pro-
posal. Each block in the 2-dimensional histogram indicates the frequency of occurrence
of edge pixels in a cell with corresponding quantized magnitude and orientation, darker
means higher frequency.
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4.3.2 CNN Detection Model

In the CNN detection model, the deep CNN is trained as a binary classifier to

distinguish the foreground handbag region from the background. Data preparation

details will be discussed in the experiment.

4.3.3 Conditional Probability Model

Given a test image, its P top-ranked proposals are fed into both CNN detection

model and FSCR-CNN classification model. For each of the top P proposals

ri, i = 1, ..., P , we compute the probability that ri belongs to class j (j = 1, ..., K)

as

c(j, f |ri) = c(j|f, ri)c(f |ri), (4.11)

where c(j|f, ri) indicates the classification score of the FSCR-CNN model for ri

with the assumption that it belongs to the foreground region, and c(f |ri) denotes

the foreground detection score of the CNN detection model for ri. The query

image I is then predicted as class j∗, where

j∗ = arg max
j=1,...,K,
i=1,...,P

(c(j, f |ri)). (4.12)

4.4 Experiments and Discussions

4.4.1 Experimental Setup

4.4.1.1 Data Preparation

We evaluated the proposed method on our branded handbag dataset introduced

in Chapter 3. For the dataset, we use the cropped images as the input to train

the framework, which is guided by the ground truth bounding box annotations.

For training the FSCR-CNN classification model, we augment the input data
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by randomly sampling crops around the bounding box regions from both original

images and their flipped versions. The cropping is done such that T > 0.8, where

T is defined as the ratio between the intersection and the union of the crop and the

bounding box. Eventually we generate 30, 692 images for training 401 handbag

models in BrandBag, 17, 774 images for training 220 handbag models in BrandBag-

I and 12, 918 images for training 181 handbag models in BrandBag-II.

For the CNN detection model, we regard the previously generated crops as

positive data for training. To create the negative data, we randomly crop image

patches from the background (T < 0.6) of the training images. Thus, we obtain

30, 692 positive and 34, 472 negative training data.

4.4.1.2 CNN Model

For all the CNN models we train, we start the training with a fixed learning

rate and decrease it by a factor of 10 after the training error stops reducing.

In our implementation, we use the MatConvNet toolbox [142], which provides

different CNNs for computer vision applications. The CNN model proposed in [1]

is incorporated in our proposed methods, unless otherwise specified.

4.4.2 Evaluation of the FSCR-CNN Classification Model

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the FSCR-CNN classification model

for handbag recognition. In order to compare with the style-to-color discrimina-

tive representation (SCDR) framework proposed in Chapter 3, we use the ground

truth bounding box annotation during testing. We have made two contributions

in this model, which are FS-CNN and CR-CNN. The default values for parame-

ters involved in the FSCR-CNN model are β = 0.5 and λ = 0.01, according to

Section 4.4.3.
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Table 4.1: Comparisons (Accuracy (%)) of handbag recognition frameworks SCDR
(proposed in Chapter 3 vs. FSCR-CNN (proposed in this chapter) on the handbag
datasets, given the ground truth bounding box annotations.

Method
Datasets

BrandBag BrandBag-I BrandBag-II

SCDR 84.01 92.77 72.25

CNN 71.27 84.01 60.69

FS-CNN 73.20 87.07 64.65

CR-CNN 77.52 90.54 66.72

FSCR-CNN 79.54 92.87 68.24

CNN-G 80.10 89.50 66.67

FS-CNN-G 83.51 92.82 70.41

CR-CNN-G 86.69 93.98 74.89

FSCR-CNN-G 87.97 95.60 76.44

As shown in Table 4.1, for the three handbag datasets, FS-CNN, CR-CNN

and FSCR-CNN outperform CNN with around 3%, 6% and 8% improvement

in accuracy, respectively. Compared with SCDR, FSCR-CNN performs slightly

better on BrandBag-I, while worse on BrandBag and BrandBag-II. In order to

update FSCR-CNN on recent networks, we also adopt the GoogLeNet [43] (the

latest released pre-trained model). For GoogLeNet, we denote the original network

as CNN-G, and the proposed corresponding networks are FS-CNN-G, CR-CNN-

G and FSCR-CNN-G, respectively. It can be observed that SCDR outperforms

CNN-G for all the datasets. While FSCR-CNN-G achieves better performance

than the SCDR. Based on our observation, the intra-class variance of handbags

in the BrandBag-I dataset is not as large as those in the BrandBag-II dataset.

Due to the large variance and insufficient training data (data augmented based

on 5 images/class for CNN models and 5 images/class for SCDR models), the
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Table 4.2: Comparisons of handbag recognition frameworks SCDR vs. FSCR-CNN).

SCDR FSCR-CNN FSCR-CNN-G

(Chapter 3) (Chapter 4)

Hardware equipment Desktop, CPU Workstation, GPU

Size of training data 5 images/model data augmentation, 77 images/model

Time cost for training 15 hours 19 hours 52 hours

Training Label Type Handbag Model, Handbag SSC Handbag Model

performance of BrandBag-II is much lower than BrandBag-I.

In addition, we compare FSCR-CNN with SCDR from different aspects in

Table 4.2. The two methods have pros and cons. Briefly speaking, SCDR needs

less resources (hardware, training data, training time). However, it requires extra

human labor, as it requires both the handbag model and the handbag SSC for the

training images. FSCR-CNN requires GPU to speed up the training and testing

procedure.

4.4.3 Evaluation of the Proposed Framework

In this section, the performance of the proposed handbag recognition framework

is evaluated. Several parameters are needed to be set in advance. Similar to

the parameter tuning in [143, 144], we tune our parameters with the help of cross-

validation on the training data. Based on our observation, the top 10 proposals are

sufficient to cover the handbag region. With this observation, we set the number

of selected proposals P = 10 as the initial value. Percentage of non-discriminative

feature elements β is within the range of [0, 1]. To disable feature selection during

classifier training, we set β = 1 as the initial value. We first initialize γ, η and λ to

be zero, then sequentially learn one after another by applying cross validation (e.g.,
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Table 4.3: Comparisons of handbag recognition accuracies (%) on the handbag
datasets.

Method
Datasets

BrandBag BrandBag-I BrandBag-II

EdgeBox +
51.54 65.63 42.91

CNN classification (baseline)

Symmetry-based EdgeBox +
59.57 73.83 47.99

CNN classification

Symmetry-based EdgeBox +
68.01 81.96 52.77

CNN detection + CNN classification

Symmetry-based EdgeBox +
72.66 85.02 55.12

CNN detection + FS-CNN classification

Symmetry-based EdgeBox +
73.92 89.32 58.39

CNN detection + CR-CNN classification

Symmetry-based EdgeBox +
75.18 90.18 60.10

CNN detection + FSCR-CNN classification

search for the best value of γ first, and then fix γ, and search for the best value of

P ). Unless otherwise specified, we use the default setting for these parameters.

In our framework, we use the foreground images to do the training. Thus,

similar to the work in [48], we regard the object proposals + CNN classification

as our baseline method, but we adopt a more recent edge box method [3] for

extracting the object proposal. For each image, we extract the top P proposals

and take the classification result of the object proposal which gives the maximum

classification response. The performance of the baseline is given in Table 4.3,

which is over 2% higher compared with using CNN only (49.22% for BrandBag,

59.48% for BrandBag-I and 40.82% for BrandBag-II).
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4.4.3.1 Performance of the Symmetry-Based Proposal Localization

We evaluate our symmetry-based edge box method, which provides better propos-

als compared with the baseline. It is shown from the third row in Table 4.3 that

we are able to obtain an improvement of over 5% in accuracy compared with the

baseline for the three datasets.

4.4.3.2 Performance of the CNN Detection Model and Conditional
Probability Model

We recognize handbags with the CNN classification scores of their proposals con-

ditioned on the CNN detection scores. The result of such handbag recognition

is shown as Symmetry-based EdgeBox + CNN detection + CNN classification in

Table 4.3. The combination of detection scores with classification scores by the

conditional probability model provides better results with around 5% improvement

over Symmetry-based EdgeBox + CNN classification.

4.4.3.3 Performance of the Proposed FSCR-CNN Classification Model

In Section 4.4.2, we summarized the performance of CNN, FS-CNN, CR-CNN

and FSCR-CNN on handbag recognition, given the ground truth bounding box

annotations during testing. In this part, we first report the handbag recognition

accuracies after replacing existing CNN classification with our proposed classifi-

cation models (FS-CNN and CR-CNN) separately in Table 4.3. Replacing CNN

classification with FS-CNN classification and CR-CNN classification in our frame-

work both leads to better results, with around 4% and 6% improvement in the

accuracy respectively. We further combine FS-CNN and CR-CNN (i.e., FSCR-

CNN) for the classification. With FSCR-CNN, our framework achieves over 20%

better than the baseline (EdgeBox + CNN classification).
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Table 4.4: Comparisons of handbag recognition accuracies (%) on the whole image for
BrandBag, BrandBag-I and BrandBag-II.

Method BrandBag BrandBag-I BrandBag-II

CNN 49.22 59.48 40.82

FS-CNN 50.98 62.66 42.27

CR-CNN 51.06 69.10 44.76

FSCR-CNN 52.07 71.98 46.56
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Figure 4.7: Handbag recognition accuracies of Symmetry-based EdgeBox + CNN de-
tection + FSCR-CNN classification when using different parameters: (a) tradeoff be-
tween the object proposal score and the symmetry score γ, (b) number of selected pro-
posals P , (c) scale ratio for the selected proposals η, (d) percentage of non-discriminative
feature elements β and (e) tradeoff between classification loss and regression loss λ.

We also evaluate the performance of applying only CNN and FSCR-CNN di-

rectly for handbag recognition (without foreground detection) in Table 4.4. It

shows that FS-CNN and CR-CNN help to boost the performance and FSCR-CNN

achieves the best accuracy for all the datasets. Therefore, it is beneficial to embed

CNN models into our proposed framework for handbag recognition.

We vary the parameters γ, P , η, β and λ in the following ranges while keeping

the others as the default values.

• γ ∈ {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8};

• P ∈ {1, 6, 12, 24, 48};

• η ∈ {0.05, 0.15, 0.25, 0.35, 0.45};
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Table 4.5: Training time (in hour) of handbag dataset and testing time (in second) per
handbag image of different methods.

Method Training time (h) Testing time (s/image)

EdgeBox − 0.0465

Symmetry-based EdgeBox − 0.0565

CNN detection 6.2384 0.0066

CNN classification 1.4691 0.0080

FS-CNN classification 11.9037 0.0075

CR-CNN classification 2.0394 0.0072

FSCR-CNN classification 19.4584 0.0074

• β ∈ {0.28, 0.35, 0.5, 0.65, 0.8};

• λ ∈ {0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100}.

We evaluate the sensitivity of each parameter for our proposed framework

(i.e., Symmetry-based EdgeBox + CNN detection + FSCR-CNN classification) in

Fig. 4.7. We observe that the performance is not sensitive to these parameters

within certain ranges. λ is the most significant parameter in our method, as it

balances the classification loss and regression loss. Accordingly, when λ is large

(i.e., λ > 1), the soft label plays a more important role than the hard label for

classification. When λ is small (i.e., λ < 10−5), the effect of regression loss can be

almost neglected.

4.4.3.4 Computational Complexity

Our framework consists of three parts: Symmetry-based EdgeBox, CNN detection

and FSCR-CNN classification, where Symmetry-based EdgeBox has only testing

phase, while the other two have both training and testing phases. We report

the training time for 401 handbag classes (in hour) and testing time per image

(in second) in Table 4.5. The experiment is conducted on MATLAB R2013a, in a
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workstation of E5-2630 CPU, 96GB RAM, and a GPU Tesla K40. Note that for all

CNN methods, we exclude the image loading time and set the batch size to 200 for

each epoch. We also evaluate the complexity of FS-CNN and CR-CNN separately,

and compare them with CNN. We observe that CR-CNN takes longer training

time because it requires several more epochs to converge (25 to 30 for training

handbags) than CNN (normally around 25 epochs). FS-CNN converges around

25 epochs. Besides, it takes longer time than CNN or CR-CNN for each epoch

since the random forest implementation is time consuming. The training time of

FSCR-CNN is longer, because it converges around 35 to 40 epochs. However, the

training process can be applied off-line. To speed up, feature selection by random

forest can be parallelized. In addition, with more GPUs, those CNNs can be also

trained in parallel. For testing, the time costs of all CNNs are about the same.

In addition, we report the scalability of FSCR-CNN in terms of computational

complexity. Fig. 4.8(a) shows the increase in the total training time vs. the

increase in the number of handbag models. Fig. 4.8(b) plots the testing time for

each image. We observe that with the increase in the number of training classes,

the training time is somewhat linear. Noted that this is due to the increasing

number of batches required at each epoch. The class number does not heavily

influence the testing time per image.

4.4.4 Evaluation of the Generality of the Proposed FSCR-
CNN Model

To verify the generality and superiority of our proposed FS-CNN and CR-CNN

model over the CNN model, we also apply them on other fine-grained datasets:

Oxford Flowers [5], Stanford Dogs [6] and Caltech-UCSD Birds [7].

For the Oxford Flowers dataset, we follow the data augmentation method pro-
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Figure 4.8: Training and testing time based on different number of handbag models
for FSCR-CNN: (a) overall training time (hour), and (b) testing time for each image
(second).

Table 4.6: Top-1 and top-5 accuracy (%) of CNN based architectures on the Oxford
Flowers dataset [5], the Stanford Dogs dataset [6] and the UCSD-Birds dataset [7].

Method
Oxford Flowers Stanford Dogs UCSD-Birds

Top-1 Top-5 Top-1 Top-5 Top-1 Top-5

CNN 77.04 91.95 52.41 81.12 59.94 83.34

FS-CNN 79.69 93.71 51.40 80.73 64.58 87.04

CR-CNN 81.83 93.53 64.79 88.73 67.38 88.07

FSCR-CNN 82.21 94.29 − − 69.78 89.54

vided by [129]. 16 representatives for each image without segmentation (original

image, 5 crops, 2 rotation and their mirrors) are built. The top-1 and top-5 ac-

curacies reported for CNN, FS-CNN, CR-CNN and FSCR-CNN are listed in the

2nd and 3rd column of Table 4.6. The existence of background with green grasses

affects the color of flowers. Nevertheless, color component is still of a certain im-

portance for classifying flowers. FS-CNN and CR-CNN both perform better than

CNN, and the FSCR-CNN achieves the best.

For the Stanford Dogs dataset, we apply the bounding box annotations for both

training and testing procedure as indicated in [128]. For all CNN networks, we

randomly crop around the bounding box regions and keep the crops with T > 0.8.
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Table 4.7: Comparisons with other leading fine-grained object recognition approaches
on the Stanford Dogs dataset [6].

Method Accuracy (%) Mean accuracy (%)

Yang et al. [128] 38.00 −
Pu et al. [145] 39.30 −

Chai et al. [146] − 45.60

Gavves et al. [65] − 50.10

CNN 52.41 51.08

CR-CNN 64.79 63.23

Eventually, the data augmentation is done by making an average of 9 represen-

tations for each training image. The fourth and fifth column of Table 4.6 shows

the comparisons of the top-1 and top-5 accuracies for different CNN models. The

proposed CR-CNN outperforms CNN with at least 12% improvement, which even

surpasses the previously published results (see Table 4.7). However, FS-CNN is

not helpful in improving the performance. This is due to the reason that the color

is not a sensitive feature for dogs. In this dataset, some dogs even wear clothes

or heavily occluded. Therefore, in the following experiments for dogs, we will not

evaluate the FS-CNN and FSCR-CNN models unless otherwise specified.

Like the Oxford Flowers dataset, we follow the data augmentation method [129]

for the Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 dataset. Results are shown in the last two

columns of Table 4.6. Like flowers, color is an important component for classifying

birds. Therefore, FS-CNN is also helpful for bird recognition. Compared with

CNN, FSCR-CNN improves the recognition accuracy significantly by 10% for Top-

1 accuracy.

Nowadays different CNN architectures have been designed [43, 45, 47]. We also

embed our proposed Feature Selection or joint Classification-Regression on a well

performed architecture CNN-S [47]. Similarly, the corresponding networks are
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Table 4.8: Top-1 and top-5 accuracy (%) of CNN-S based architectures on the Oxford
Flowers dataset [5], the Stanford Dogs dataset [6] and the UCSD-Birds dataset [7].

Method
Oxford Flowers Stanford Dogs UCSD-Birds

Top-1 Top-5 Top-1 Top-5 Top-1 Top-5

CNN-S 81.09 94.02 71.27 93.62 65.79 88.25

FS-CNN-S 82.05 94.49 − − 67.10 88.82

CR-CNN-S 85.15 95.10 76.64 94.92 71.73 89.63

FSCR-CNN-S 86.21 95.38 − − 73.90 91.23

denoted as FS-CNN-S, CR-CNN-S and FSCR-CNN-S. CNN-S is similar to the

OverFeat structure [44]. Similar to Section 4.4.2, we also update our proposed

FSCR-CNN on GoogLeNet [43].

Table 4.8 shows the performance comparisons among FS-CNN-S, CR-CNN-

S, FSCR-CNN-S and CNN-S on the Oxford Flowers dataset and the UCSD-Birds

dataset, as well as the comparison between CR-CNN-S and CNN-S on the Stanford

Dogs dataset. Again, the CR-CNN-S model performs better on these fine-grained

object datasets, with over 4% increase in accuracy compared with CNN-S. FS-

CNN-S and FSCR-CNN-S are able to achieve better performances on the flower

and bird dataset. Compared with CNN-S, FSCR-CNN-S achieves over 5% im-

provement in accuracy. The comparisons of CNN-G with FSCR-CNN-G for the

three datasets are summarized in Table 4.9. We observe that the improvements

in classification accuracy are not limited to CNN structures, as the accuracies are

further boosted by over 5%.

CNN-S and CNN-G could also be incorporated into our proposed framework

(to replace CNN) for handbag recognition. Table 4.10 compares our proposed

framework (i.e., Symmetry-based EdgeBox + CNN-S (or CNN-G) detection +

FSCR-CNN-S (or FSCR-CNN-G) classification) with the baseline structure (i.e.,
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Table 4.9: Comparisons of CNN-G and FSCR-CNN-G on the Oxford Flowers dataset
[5], the Stanford Dogs dataset [6] and the UCSD-Birds dataset [7].

Method
Oxford Flowers Stanford Dogs UCSD-Birds

Top-1 Top-5 Top-1 Top-5 Top-1 Top-5

CNN-G 85.46 95.77 73.91 94.26 75.73 92.66

FSCR-CNN-G 90.43 97.06 78.91 94.98 81.74 94.93

Table 4.10: Comparisons of handbag recognition accuracies (%) on different frame-
works of CNN-S and CNN-G-based architecture.

Framework Datasets

BrandBag BrandBag-I BrandBag-II

EdgeBox + CNN-S classification 62.47 78.92 41.61

Symmetry-based EdgeBox +
73.65 92.79 55.64

CNN-S detection + FSCR-CNN-S classification

EdgeBox + CNN-G classification 65.78 83.40 45.07

Symmetry-based EdgeBox +
80.33 94.48 66.69

CNN-G detection + FSCR-CNN-G classification

EdgeBox + CNN-S (or CNN-G) classification). Since the intra-class variance of

handbags in BrandBag-II dataset is much larger than that in BrandBag-I due to

illumination changes, distortion and varying viewpoint rotations. With limited

training data, the recognition accuracy of BrandBag-II is much lower than that of

BrandBag-I. It can be seen that our proposed framework can boost the handbag

recognition performance by more than 10%.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, a novel CNN model, named FSCR-CNN, is proposed for handbag

recognition. FSCR-CNN model attenuates the illumination changes and inter-class

similarity among handbags. We also design an end-to-end handbag recognition
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framework. In this framework, we first incorporate the symmetry property of

the handbag for extracting handbag proposals. Then each proposal is fed into a

CNN detection model and a proposed FSCR-CNN classification model. Proposal

detection scores and classification scores are eventually combined by a conditional

probability model to further improve the performance of handbag recognition.

Extensive experiments show that FS-CNN is helpful at recognizing color sensitive

fine-grained objects (3% improvement on the handbag dataset, 2% improvement

on the Oxford Flowers dataset and 5% improvement on the UCSD-Birds dataset)

and CR-CNN performs fairly well on fine-grained object recognition tasks, with

8% improvement for the handbag dataset, 4% improvement for the Oxford Flowers

dataset, 12% improvement for the Stanford Dogs dataset and 7% improvement

for the UCSD-Birds dataset. The experimental results on our newly constructed

handbag datasets verify the advantages of each component of our framework.
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Chapter 5

Handbag Recommendation

This chapter considers to recommend handbags to a shopper, based on the hand-

bag images the shopper has clicked, which can also be embedded into a practical

multimedia system for online advertising and commerce1. Recommendation is

performed by Joint learning of attribute Projection and One-class SVM classifica-

tion (JPO). More specifically, for the handbag images clicked by each shopper, we

project the original image feature space onto a compact attribute space. The pro-

jection matrix is learned jointly with a one-class SVM to yield a shopper-specific

one-class classifier. Results show that the proposed JPO handbag recommendation

performs favorably based on the initial subject testing. We also propose a post-

processing: a weighted AutoEncoder technique which refines the recommended

results by detecting the handbags that deviate from others. This post-processing

is regarded as an extension of handbag recommendation which can be applied for

other outlier detection problems as well.

5.1 Introduction

Purchasing handbags online is convenient and efficient. However, for some e-

commerce websites or manufacturers, how to find the shopper’s most preferred

1Part of this chapter was presented in [147]
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handbags is an interesting while challenging recommendation problem. The chal-

lenges lie in the sheer variety of different styles, as well as customers’ tastes and

fashion elements.

In this chapter, we aim to address the image-based handbag recommendation

problem by analyzing the content of the preferred handbags, i.e., the feature of

handbag image itself rather than the ratings from other shoppers. Our focus is

to capture the common property of those handbags. Empirically, shoppers tend

to prefer handbags with similar (or even the same) attributes, such as the shape,

pattern, color or style for a certain period of time. Defining attributes for handbags

is somewhat difficult. Besides, it takes tedious human labor to label the attributes.

To address these issues, we first extract general features (e.g., SIFT [31], LBP

[32]) from the handbag images. Then we project the features onto an attribute

space automatically by an attribute projection model. Our work denotes “at-

tribute” as shareable properties of handbags which may not have concise semantic

names [148]. Moreover, instead of directly feeding the extracted attribute features

into a shopper-specific classifier to make a recommendation, we predict whether

the handbag is preferred by a shopper via a joint learning of the projection model

and one-class classification model of the attributes.

5.2 Handbag Recommendation

In a recommender system, the problem of predicting whether a product is preferred

by the shopper can be modeled as a binary classification task. Shoppers’ behaviors

such as click or bookmark offer certain positive data [149]. However, if a product

is not clicked by the shopper, it can be interpreted into two ways. One way is that

the shopper is not interested in the product. The other is that the shopper does
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not know about the product. In this chapter, we consider the positive data, and

formulate the recommendation as a one-class classification problem.

One-class SVM [150, 151] is a popular one-class classifier. However, original

image features may not capture the shareable properties of a shopper’s preference

due to the diversity of handbags. It is not appropriate to feed original features into

a one-class SVM directly. For online shopping, the most direct way to recommend

handbags is to return the ones with the same (or similar) attributes as those chosen

by the shopper. Feed the attributes extracted from positive images into one-class

SVM is direct and simple.

We believe that there exists some common attributes among the preferred

handbags clicked by each shopper. Therefore, we propose to project features from

the original feature space into an attribute space for extracting the common prop-

erties of positive data. We jointly learn the projection and one-class SVM classifi-

cation to build the classifier for handbag recommendation. Next, we briefly review

the one-class SVM, followed by the introduction of our joint learning algorithm.

5.2.1 One-Class SVM

One-class SVM samples from positive class and aims at finding minimal circum-

scribing hyperball in a high-dimensional space. If the newly encountered data is

too far from the learned hypeball, it will be labeled as out-of-class, otherwise it

is regarded as in-class. This approach is similar with the density estimation [152]

because it captures regions where the probability density of the data stays. Given

a set of positive data {xi}Ni=1, the quadratic program minimization function [150]

of linear one-class SVM is:

min
ω,ξi,ρ

1

2
||ω||2 +

1

νN

N∑
i=1

ξi − ρ, (5.1)
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subject to:

〈ω,xi〉 ≥ ρ− ξi, ξi ≥ 0.

where ω is a weight vector, ρ is an offset parameterizing the hyperball, ν decides

the tradeoff between maximizing the margin and slack variables ξi allow some data

points to lie within the margin. <,> denotes the inner product of the vectors.

5.2.2 Joint Learning of Attribute Projection and One-Class
SVM Classification

In this section, we aim to learn a projection that can automatically project the

original features onto an attribute space, and meanwhile learn a hyperball to sep-

arate the learned attribute features from the origin (negative class). The learned

attribute features may not necessarily be semantically meaningful, but they rep-

resent some projections which capture the common properties of all features in

the positive class. Let {xi}Ni=1 be the set of original features extracted from the

shopper-clicked images, xi ∈ RN×1 and ω ∈ RM×1, the objective function is de-

fined as

C =
1

2N(N − 1)

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

||Axi −Axj||2 +

λ

(
1

2
||ω||2 +

1

νN

N∑
i=1

(ρ− ωT ·A · xi)2 − ρ

)
+
γ

2
||ATA− I||2. (5.2)

It has three terms, where the first term is the attribute-based projection term.

A ∈ RM×H is a learned projection matrix, which projects H-dimensional original

features onto M -dimensional attribute features, where M � H. The second term

is the attribute-based one-class SVM classification. In this term, λ is a scalar that

trades off between this term with others. (ω, ρ) are weight vector and learned

hyperball for classification based on attribute features respectively. ν is a smooth-
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ness parameter, and it trades off model losses on the positive data with other

components. This term separates the positive data from the origin. We borrow

the idea from one-class SVM, but use square loss rather than hinge loss as in (5.1).

The least square model has an exact closed form solution instead of a quadratic

programming and it learns the hyperball closely to target values. The component

−ρ is to ensure a hyperball far from the origin, which sets an upper bound on the

fraction of outliers. And the last term is the regularization term, which is used to

force the projection matrix to be orthogonal. γ is a trade off parameter.

JPO minimizes two types of errors, one is feature-to-attribute error and the

other is attribute-to-preference error. We jointly learn the projection matrix and

classifier to make the distances among learned attribute features close, such that

the common properties of positive data are captured. On the other hand, the clas-

sifier leads to a more proper projection matrix. Meanwhile, the learned projection

matrix in turn helps the one-class classifier learning.

5.2.3 Optimization

Our objective function is not convex. However, when A is fixed, the objective

function is convex regarding (ω, ρ), and when (ω, ρ) is fixed, a suboptimal A can

be obtained by a gradient descend technique. Hence we employ an alternating

optimization algorithm to iteratively update A and (ω, ρ).

First, we consider the (ω, ρ)-subproblem of (5.2) with A fixed. This problem

has an optimum closed form solution by taking the derivative with respect to ω

and ρ:

∂C

∂ω
= λω +

2λ

νN

(
ωAXITXTAT − ρdXTAT

)
, (5.3)
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and

∂C

∂ρ
=

λ

νN
(2Nρ− 2ωAXdT )− λ. (5.4)

where X = (x1, ...,xN) ∈ RH×N is a matrix composed of positive training data.

I ∈ RN×N is an identity matrix. d = (1, ..., 1) ∈ R1×N is a row vector.

Second, we fix (ω, ρ) to update A, the cost can be re-written in the matrix

form as:

C =
1

N − 1

(
Tr(XTATAX)− 1

N
dXTATAXdT

)
+

λ

νN

(
N × ρ2 + ωAXIXTATωT − 2ρωAXdT

)
− λρ+

γ

2
||ATA− I||2. (5.5)

where Tr(·) denotes the trace of the matrix, and the gradient is written as:

∂C

∂A
=

1

N(N − 1)
AXGXT +

λ

νN
2ωTωAXIXT −

2ρλ

νN
wTdXT + 2γA

(
ATA− I

)
. (5.6)

where G = 2NI − 2Q and Q ∈ RN×N is an all one matrix.

Here, we adopt L-BFGS [153] to optimize our cost function. It is a limited-

memory quasi-Newton algorithm for unconstrained optimization. The elements

of the projection matrix A is first initialized with all zeros, except that for those

corresponding to the feature dimension with small variance, we set it to one.

More specifically, we rewrite the training data matrix according to different feature

dimensions: X =
(
zT1 , ...,z

T
H

)T
. Then we rank {zj}Hj=1 according to the ascending

order of their variances. We denote the ranking as R = (r(1), ..., r(H)) where

r(j) ∈ {1, ..., H} indicates the rank of the variance of feature zr(j) is j. After
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Algorithm 1 JPO: Joint learning of attribute projection model and one-class
classification model

1: Input:
2: X: Positive training data
3: λ, γ: Trade off parameters for controlling weight of attribute-based projec-

tion term, attribute-based one-class SVM classification term and regularization
term

4: ν: Trade off parameters for controlling losses on the positive data
5: Output:
6: A: Projection matrix
7: (ω, ρ): weight vector and parameter for characterizing the hyperball
8: Initialize A based on (5.7)
9: while A and (ω, ρ) not converge do

10: Fix A and solve (5.3)-(5.4) by updating (ω, ρ)
11: Fix (ω, ρ) and solve (5.6) by updating A via gradient descend: A ←

A− β ∂C
∂A

12: end while
13: return A, (ω, ρ)

initialization, the elements in A are zero except that:

A(i, r(i)) = 1 for i = 1, ...,M. (5.7)

At each iteration, we alternatively update (ω, ρ) and A until convergence. Exper-

imentally, it shows that the algorithm converges within dozens of iterations. The

learning algorithm procedure is shown in Algorithm 1.

For any testing image, we first project its original feature onto the attribute

feature, then the learned attribute-based one-class SVM is applied to obtain the

prediction score.

5.3 Post-Processing: Weighted AutoEncoder Out-

lier Detection

In this section, an outlier detection technique is applied to detect the handbags

which are significantly different from the others in the recommendation list. Those
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outliers can be removed if required.

An outlier (anomaly) is an observation which deviates from the other observa-

tions [154]. A large amount of corpus has proposed various techniques for outlier

detection or removal. These methodologies include density estimation [155–157],

hyperplane learning [150, 158, 159] and data reconstruction. The density-based

(or distance-based) outlier detection considers the ratio of the density around an

object and the density around its neighbors. Methods such as local outlier fac-

tor (LOF) [155] compares the density estimate for each object inside a dataset

with the average density estimate for the object’s nearest neighbors. Kernel den-

sity estimator (KDE) and its derivatives [156, 157] are non-parametric methods to

estimate the probability density function of a continuous random variable.

Hyperplane-based methods, such as one-class SVM [150, 158], sample from pos-

itive class and aim at finding minimal circumscribing hyperplane. It can tolerate

a small quantity of outliers by introducing the slack variable, which allows an un-

certain input data to lie on the other side of the decision boundary. Unsupervised

one-class learning (UOCL) [159] proposes a joint learning method. It learns a soft

label assignment for outliers and inliers and a one-class classifier.

Reconstruction-based methods compute the anomaly score by comparing the

reconstruction residues. Methods such as PCA, Kernel PCA, Robust PCA [160,

161], sparse coding and popular replicator neural network (AutoEncoder) repro-

duce the input and identify samples taking on high reconstruction residues as

outliers. The shortcoming of the aforementioned methods is that most of them

need to follow the rule about “few and different” for detecting outliers. When the

data set is corrupted by a large fraction of outliers, they may not work well.

Motivated by the AutoEncoder [2], we propose a Weighted AutoEncoder to

train the network by reducing the influence of dubious outliers iteratively. This
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works well even when the data set consists of a large fraction of outliers (e.g.,

50%).

5.3.1 AutoEncoder

An unsupervised AutoEncoder neural network [2] is composed of multiple encoder

layers and decoder layers, which encourages sparsity and enforces the outputs to be

equal to the inputs. The feedforward procedure transforms the high-dimensional

data into a low-dimensional code in an encoder network and recovers the data

from the code in a decoder network.

The encoder layer and decoder layer have the same mathematics form:

z = Wx + b

a = s(z)

(5.8)

where x ∈ Rd×1 is an input vector, a ∈ Rr×1 is the output vector and s is the

activation function, such as the sigmoid function. W ∈ Rr×d and b ∈ Rr×1 are

network parameters, where the former one is a weight matrix, and the latter one is

a bias vector. For encoder layer, x is the original data and a is the encoded hidden

data; In contrast, for decoder layer, x is the encoded hidden data and encoded

hidden data is the reconstructed data. In an AutoEncoder neural network, the

outputs of each layer is wired to the inputs of the successive layer, so we can write

the forward propagation of the network in an iterative way. Formally, consider an

AutoEncoder network with n layers and let W (l) and b(l) be the parameters of the

l-th layer, we have

z(l+1) = W (l)a(l) + b(l)

a(l+1) = s(z(l+1))

(5.9)

The optimization objective that penalizes the reconstruction error between the
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input of the network a(l) = x(1) = (x
(1)
k ; k = 1, . . . , d)T and a(n) = (a

(n)
k ; k =

1, . . . , d)T can be measured as a cross-entropy of the reconstruction:

L(x(1),a(n)) = −
d∑
k

(
x
(1)
k log a

(n)
k + (1− x(1)k ) log(1− a(n)k )

)

5.3.2 Weighted AutoEncoder

As an AutoEncoder learns to minimize the reconstruction error of each data

equally, it is not specially designed for removing outliers. A large fraction of

outliers could result in impaired performance. We propose to discover dubious

anomalies gradually by an automatic weighting procedure, such that the outliers

will become less relevant for the optimization. We add such adaptive weights α

on top of the cross-entropy objective function in Eq. (5.10)

L(x(1),a(n)) = −
d∑
k

α
(
x
(1)
k log a

(n)
k + (1− x(1)k ) log(1− a(n)k )

)
, (5.10)

where α is an adaptive weight, computed by the normalized reconstruction error

e ∈ [0, 1] of previous iteration for this data

α =
1

1 + exp
(
−β(1

e
− γ)

) . (5.11)

Here we adopt the sigmoidal membership function. In our implementation, pa-

rameter β = 100 is to generate a steep slope and polarize α to be near 0 or near

1. γ = 0.5 sets the coordinate point (1, 0) as the center of symmetry.

The standard back-propagation can be applied to optimize the parameters of

the weighted AutoEncoder network. First, for the output layer (layer n), set

δ(n) = ∇a(n)L · s′(z(n)), (5.12)

where ∇a(n)L = (−α x
(1)
k −a

(n)
k

a
(n)
k (1−a(n)

k )
; k = 1, . . . , d)T and s′(z(n)) = s(z(n))(1 − s(z(n)))
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if s is a sigmoid function. Then, for l = n− 1, n− 2, n− 3, . . . , 2, set

δ(l) =
(

(W (l))T δ(l+1)
)
· s′(z(n)). (5.13)

At last, the partial derivatives of the cross-entropy function w.r.t. the parameters

of the network can be obtained by

∂L
∂W (l)

= δ(l+1)(a(l))T

∂L
∂b(l)

= δ(l+1)

(5.14)

5.3.3 Outlier Detection

After applying the proposed weighted AutoEncoder, the reconstruction error,

termed as anomaly score of each data is computed as:

ε =‖ a(n) − x(1) ‖22 (5.15)

We sample the images in this data set by sorting their anomaly scores obtained

from the weighted AutoEncoder. In the experiment part, we will show that the

recommended handbags can be re-ordered according to their anomaly scores. The

recommended handbags with high anomaly scores are taken as the outliers and

could be removed from the recommendation list if required. We also evaluate the

proposed WAE in terms of outlier detection in one public image dataset UIUC-

Scene [8].

5.4 Experiments and Analysis

5.4.1 Dataset Construction

To the best of our knowledge, no existing handbag dataset for recommendation

purpose is available. In order to compare our JPO algorithm with other ap-
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Figure 5.1: Examples of handbag images in our dataset.

proaches, we create a handbag dataset which consists of 835 handbag images from

the shopping websites like Amazon.com. Some examples are given in Fig. 5.1. The

handbags in our dataset have large variations due to diverse colors, patterns or

styles.

As the preference of each shopper is different, we asked 30 subjects (with

different nationalities, and age ranges from 19-35) to choose handbags that they

like from the dataset. To imitate the online shopping scenario, we reshuffle the

handbags for each subject and choose a display of 10 images to show each timestep.

The subject can leave the system at any timestep. On one hand, a shopper wants

to obtain some recommendation results only with a small number of clicks. On

the other hand, we need sufficient images for training and testing, we retain the

subjects’ data containing at least 15 handbag images (10 for training and more

than 5 images are used as positive data for testing).

5.4.2 Experimental Settings

We build a model per user, and among the handbag images clicked from each

subject, we randomly sample 10 images as positive data for training. The rest
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Figure 5.2: Sampled selected handbags from some subjects, where one row indicates
handbags clicked by one subject.

of the dataset is for testing. Fig. 5.2 shows some clicked handbag images from

different subjects. Observed that although the handbags selected by a subject

contain some diversity, they roughly share some common properties. Such as the

denim hobo bags, plaid pattern, plain pattern, horizontal pattern, and cartoon

style.

In our experiment, instead of applying feature extraction methods from the

whole handbag image, we first adopt a saliency detection technique [162], and

then extract the bag-of-words [8] (1st level pyramid only, codebook size 256) of

SIFT feature [31] and color naming feature [115] from the bounding box covering

top 10 saliency windows. This feature vector is regarded as the original feature

and fed into all content-based comparison methods.

Among the set of 26 subjects’ data, in order to set the parameters, 10 are

randomly chosen to form a validation set. The remaining 16 are used as testing
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data. We use the grid search to find that λ = 4, γ = 0.1 and ν = 0.1 give

good performance for JPO on the validation dataset. We also find that by setting

M � H (such as M = 2 compared with H = 267), we can obtain good results for

the handbag recommendation.

5.4.3 Evaluation Protocol

We present each subject (one of the 16 subjects for testing) with K handbags

in our dataset except for the 10 training handbags, sorted by the subject’s pre-

dicted scores. As suggested in [80], we evaluate recall@K based on which of these

handbags were selected by the subject. The definition of recall@K [80] is

recall@K =
number of handbags the subject likes in top K

total number of handbags the subject likes
(5.16)

The recall values are averaged for all 16 subjects and plotted for each top K

recommended handbags. For each subject, we list the subject’s mean recall value

for comparison. We also evaluate our algorithm by precision-recall curves as they

are widely used in information retrieval and they give an informative picture of

the algorithms [163].

5.4.4 Comparisons

We test and compare different recommender algorithms on the remaining 16 sub-

jects’ data, including the content-based methods: proposed JPO, one-class SVM

(OC-SVM) and a public semi-supervised learning method [164] (WELLSVM-SSL).

Semi-supervised learning is also a good choice for the recommender systems [165].

We compare with a conventional recommender relying solely on user-item matrix,

which is the item-based collaborative filtering (CF) [166]. Recent researches sug-
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Figure 5.3: Comparisons of (a) recall curves and (b) precision-recall curves by varying
the number of returned handbags over all 16 subjects for testing.

gest that the popular baseline is often difficult to beat. For OC-SVM, it inputs

the original feature from 10 positive images and trains a one-class classifier. In

WELLSVM-SSL, we train a semi-supervised model for each subject, where the la-

beled data is the same as OC-SVM and unlabeled data are original features from

all the other 835− 10 = 825 images. We apply the cosine similarity and weighted

sum to obtain the predictions in CF.

Fig. 5.3 (a) shows the recall curves for handbag recommendation over all 16

subjects, where we vary the number of recommended handbags K = 10, 30, ..., 200.

It can be seen that our method performs the best for those subjects. We show

some recommended handbags given by JPO and OC-SVM for subject #1 as an

example (see Fig. 5.4). Compared with the handbags recommended by OC-SVM,

those recommended by the proposed JPO are closer with the handbags selected

by the subject (first row of Fig. 5.2). The reason is that OC-SVM may not well

capture the common properties of the preferred handbags from merely the original

features, as the distances among the original features are large. The proposed
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.4: Handbags recommended by (a) proposed JPO and (b) OC-SVM in the top
ranks for subject #1.

JPO jointly learns the feature and the classifier, which minimizes the distances

among newly learned features (potential attributes) while learning a more reliable

classifier to differentiate the positive data with others. As expected, CF does not

work well due to the small data size.

In the experiment, we observe that subject #1 has a high recall. The reason

is that the subject clicks similar types of handbags (Stonewashed Denim Hobo

bags), which result in a denser distribution of original features and easier-to-learn

attributes than other subjects. For other subjects, however, the selected handbags

have a certain degree of diversity. We also investigate the learned attribute features

for positive training data (i.e., AX in Eq. (5.3)-(5.4)) of different subjects, and

find that usually a higher value in AX yields a higher performance. A high AX

indicates high consistency among the appearances of the chosen handbags.

We then vary the number of returned handbags K = 10, 30, ..., 200 and draw

an average precision-recall curve for all 16 subjects. As shown in Fig. 5.3 (b),

the proposed JPO can always outperform OC-SVM, WELLSVM-SSL and CF

methods, especially when recall is small. The experiment shows an overall low
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precision, which may be caused by the uncertainty of the unlabeled handbags.

5.4.5 Evaluation on Outlier Detection

In this part, we evaluate the performance of the weighted AutoEncoder on out-

lier detection. Suggested by [159, 167], instead of testing the number of outliers

predicted correctly, we examine the likelihood of an image not being an outlier.

We firstly deal with the handbag recommendation problem. Then the weighted

AutoEncoder is further verified on the UIUC-Scene dataset [8], as suggested in

[159]. In this experiment, we extract CNN features by using the pre-trained model

[47] based on the ImageNet dataset.

Studies show that 3 out of 4 shoppers never scroll past the first page of rec-

ommended results and give up the trail if he/she cannot find the desired product.

Therefore, for each subject, we only focus on the top results. We extract the top 40

recommended handbags and together with the shopper clicked handbags to train a

weighted auto-encoder. Then the 40 recommended handbags are ranked according

to their anomaly scores. Fig. 5.5 shows the increase in the recall vs. the increase

in the number of recommended handbags. The weighted AutoEncoder further im-

proves the performance of handbag recommendation. It is noted that the weighted

AutoEncoder performs well if the shopper-clicked handbags are visually similar,

such like the data provided by subject #1.

To further evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed weighted AutoEncoder,

we conduct an additional experiment in terms of outlier detection on a public

image dataset: UIUC-Scene [8]. Follow the data preparation provided by [159], we

use all 15 classes for UIUC-scene. For each class, we simulate outlier images with

a proportion of 0.6 by sampling images from the other classes randomly. Then for

each corrupted class, we train a weighted AutoEncoder and test the results on the
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Figure 5.5: Comparisons of recall curves by varying the number of returned handbags
over all 16 subjects for testing.

Table 5.1: Comparison results for outlier detection (60% outliers) on UIUC-Scene [8]
datasets.

Method mAP

PCA 0.5639

Kernel Density Estimation [156] 0.5995

Robust Kernel Density Estimation [168] 0.6082

One-Class SVM [150] 0.7737

Deep AutoEncoder [2] 0.7881

UOCL [159] 0.8157

Weighted AutoEncoder (proposed) 0.9077

same data by computing the anomaly score. The mean average precision (mAP)

of all 15 classes are compared and summarized in Table 5.1.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, we address the image-based handbag recommendation problem

based on one-class SVM. We treat each shopper’s clicked handbags as positive
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data and analyze the content of those handbag images. As shoppers tend to

prefer handbags with similar or the same attributes (e.g., color, pattern or style)

for a certain period of time, we propose a joint learning to learn the attribute

projection and one-class SVM classification together. This joint learning enables

the projection of high-dimensional feature space into lower dimensional attribute

space. The experimental results show that our method is promising on handbag

recommendation.

Other than that, we propose a post-processing technique, named weighted

AutoEncoder. It can detect the outliers in the recommendation list and achieve

improvements for handbag recommendation. Weighted AutoEncoder assigns small

weights to those dubious outliers and focuses more on the normal data reconstruc-

tion. Therefore, it attempts to deal with a high level of outliers. Experiments on

UIUC-Scene verify that when the data is corrupted by a large fraction of outliers,

weighted AutoEncoder achieves encouraging results in outlier detection.
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Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

Fashion recognition is an important problem in multimedia community. Handbag,

as an indispensable item of a person’s wardrobe, its related research is still limited.

Imagine that a consumer is attracted to a handbag image on a fashion magazine

or on an advertising board, and he/she desires more information about the hand-

bag. In this case, a handbag recognition system can offer great convenience for the

consumer. With the recognized model name, the consumer can search for more

information online easily. Manufacturers can also benefit from this kind of system

for the branding purpose. The function of recommendation is an important part of

online shopping. To build up a handbag recommendation system and help shop-

pers find their preferred handbags will greatly enhance the user experience. This

thesis focuses on handbag recognition and recommendation, which are important

steps for building up a practical multimedia system for online advertising and e-

commerce. Different techniques are proposed on discriminative representation for

handbag recognition and common properties extraction for handbag recommen-

dation.

Handbag recognition is a special fine-grained object recognition task, which
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aims to differentiate the subtle differences among highly similar object classes.

Different from other fine-grained objects, handbags of a brand are designed with

diverse styles (shape, pattern and texture), and those sharing the same style (called

SSC) only differ in color. Some styles of handbags are different due to the small

decorations on local parts and subtle texture. The intra-class color variances within

a SSC are often large due to illumination changes. To this end, several novel dis-

criminative representations for handbag style and color are proposed. For handbag

style representation, we propose two supervised mid-level patch selection proce-

dures to select discriminative patches, w.r.t. one individual SSC and pairwise

SSCs, respectively. We also propose a low-level complementary feature, extracted

from texture enhanced mid-level patches, to capture the subtle texture of mid-level

patches. We are the first to incorporate α-image with those feature descriptors to

improve the classification performance. For handbag color representation, dom-

inant color features are extracted to handle the illumination changes. In order

to evaluate the algorithms, we construct a dataset covering about 10,000 images

from 401 handbag models of two brands. A comparison is performed between our

approach and two public available discriminative patch discovery methods [4, 30],

which shows that the proposed patch selection achieves much higher accuracy (over

10%) for handbag recognition. We also compare the proposed framework with an-

other fine-grained object recognition system. Our proposed method achieves over

10% improvement in classification accuracy. Time complexity of training and test-

ing for the proposed framework is further reported and discussed, which shows that

our method is able to be applied in real time. Additional experiments on eight

image classification benchmarks show the improvements of incorporating comple-

mentary feature for object recognition tasks.

CNN is promising in many computer vision tasks. This motivates us to de-
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sign a handbag recognition framework based on CNN. Previous CNN models do

not embed the discriminative color information during training, and only use the

ground truth class label for classification tasks. In order to deal with the aforemen-

tioned difficulties in small inter-class difference and large intra-color variation, in

the deep CNN level, we propose a Feature Selective joint Classification-Regression

CNN (FSCR-CNN) model. In this model, we incorporate discriminative color in-

formation to classify color sensitive objects. A distribution measuring how similar

this class is to other classes is also assigned, to facilitate the classifier modeling

for visually similar objects. In the system level, we design an end-to-end frame-

work to recognize the model for a given input handbag image. It includes several

steps. (1) Extracting the handbag regions by incorporating the symmetry prop-

erty of the handbag. (2) Feeding the extracted proposals into the CNN detection

model and the FSCR-CNN classification model separately. (3) Combining the

detection scores and classification scores by employing a conditional probability

model. The experiments show that the FSCR-CNN classification model outper-

forms CNN for fine-grained object recognition (8% improvement on handbags, over

5% improvement for the Oxford Flowers, the Stanford Dogs and the UCSD-Birds

dataset). We compare the proposed style-to-color discriminative representation

(SCDR) with the proposed FSCR-CNN for handbag recognition. It shows that

FSCR-CNN outperforms SCDR on the BrandBag datasets (with 3% improvement

on FSCR-CNN-G).

Handbag recommendation is another important step for building up a practical

fashion recognition system. No existing recommender system is focusing on hand-

bag recommendation. It is also difficult to describe a variety of different styles of

handbags (attributes) or shoppers’ tastes. However, we find that shoppers usually

prefer handbags with similar attributes during a certain period of time. In order
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to extract common properties of preferred handbags clicked by each shopper, we

analyze the content of clicked handbags. We then propose a Joint learning of at-

tribute Projection and One-class SVM classification (JPO) model. The original

features are projected onto an attribute space. Meanwhile a hyperball is learned

to separate the projected attribute features from the origin. Experimental results

show that the proposed JPO performs favorably based on initial subject testing.

We further improve the results of handbag recommendation by a post-processing.

A weighted AutoEncoder technique to remove the recommended handbags which

deviate from the others is presented. Experimental results show that the weighted

AutoEncoder can work well for outlier detection, even when the data contain large

fraction of outliers.

6.2 Future Work

Though some techniques from different aspects have been proposed for handbag

recognition and recommendation in this thesis, there are still many issues needed to

be further addressed. Based on the presented work, some future research directions

are briefly summarized as follows.

1. In this thesis, we evaluate the performance of our handbag recognition frame-

work on two brands. In the future, more branded handbags or even backpacks,

suitcases could be combined. The bags taken under different environments,

such as on the street, with large occlusion or various angles can be also consid-

ered. It would be interesting to explore the possibility to develop a large scale

branded bag dataset and different applications based on it.

2. We propose two techniques for handbag recognition: the SCDR framework and

the FSCR-CNN classification model. SCDR explicitly fixes the spatial posi-
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tions of handbag patches, it is not be able to deal with severe rotation (larger

than 30◦ in our experience) of the handbag. An alternative is to use Thin Plate

Spline algorithm [169] to match the edges of the target handbag to a standard

one (without rotation or distortion) [170]. SCDR can handle geometric distor-

tions. Handbag parts suffering from geometric distortions will not be selected

as discriminative patches. FSCR-CNN classification model is general and has

the ability to tolerate rotation and distortion. Once we have sufficient images

with rotated and geometrically distorted handbags in the training set, we can

retrain the model. Both of these two techniques have advantages and limita-

tions. How to design a handbag recognition method that takes the advantages

of them is still an open issue.

3. The handbag recommendation system proposed in this thesis is based on the

assumption that shoppers always prefer handbags with similar attributes dur-

ing a certain period of time. In the future, more complicated situations can

be addressed. For example, the shopper has several different kinds of prefer-

ences of handbags. Moreover, a clustering technique can be designed before

recommendation, or a combination of recommendation and clustering can be

conducted simultaneously.

4. We extract low-level features such as SIFT and color feature for handbag rec-

ommendation. More semantic features regarding the user profiles can be con-

sidered, such as the shopper’s gender, age, favorite colors, favorite super-stars,

or other purchase history. It would be able to solve the cold start problem with

shopper’s profile, i.e., conduct recommendation even when the shopper does

not click any handbag. Developing new techniques to take into account all the

factors about the shopper would be an interesting topic.
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5. The proposed techniques for handbag recognition and recommendation on other

objects or other applications can be further explored. Since we have verified that

the complementary feature and FSCR-CNN model can improve the recognition

accuracies on other benchmarks, the potential of those techniques are needed

to be further studied. For example, i) how to fit them into more complicated

frameworks and ii) how to modify them to train CNN models on ImageNet, so

that more reliable pre-trained models can be obtained for various tasks. It is

worth exploring how the proposed recommendation system can be generalized

to other object types (e.g., shoes and clothes).

6. Fashion recognition system requires different functions. Such as handbag re-

trieval, clothes matching, different accessories (bags, necklaces, etc.) matching.

For a more powerful fashion recognition system, it is necessary to study other

fashion items. Although there exist some commercial image search engines,

how to develop a more powerful and fine search engine for consumers, manu-

facturers, online shops or e-commerce could be an interesting future research

direction.
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